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CHASE RIVELANO 
S9Cf9tary 

STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
P.O. Box 41100 • Olympia. Washington 98504·1100 e (2OS) 753-1573 

December 31, 1993 

Dr. Gail Schwartz, Branch Chief 
Office of Correctional Education 
U.S. Department of Education 
Room 4512 . 
330 C Street SW 
Washington, DC 20202·7242 

Dear Dr. Schwartz: 

• 

On behalf of the Washington State Department of Corrections, I would like to express 
my thanks to you and the US Department of Education for the opportunity to develop 
and implement the Integrated Approach to Education, Work, and Offender 
Reintegration Demonstration Project. 

We count ourselves fortunate to have been provided the r.esources and technical 
support to revise and restructure programs, improve linkages', and share the methods 
and outcomes with other correctional systems. 

, From the beginning of the Project it was apparent that substantial benefits could be 
realized by the institutional demonstration sites, participating inmates, and the agency 
as a whole. It was also clear that affecting individual and systematic changes would 
only come about as a result of collaborative efforts with stakeholders at all levels. 
The funding of our Project enabled us to make great strides toward that end. 

The project design and ensuing service delivery yielded a number of gains in terms of 
insight into case management, integrating workplace and education programs, inmate 
transition, and interagency teamwork to mention a few. The very process of 
identifying and overcoming barriers to implementation was itself a catalyst for 
learning. 

-, 
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Dr. Gail Schwartz 
Page Two 
December 31, 1993 • 
Given the challenge of ever increasing prison populations and the need to maximize 
a'gency resources, we feel. particularly gratified that Washington State was selected 
to participate in this grant. The model we have developed will serve the needs of this 
state and oth~rs who are pursuing a more effectiyemeans of program plal,lning and 
implementation. ' 

ase Rivela'nd 
Secretary 
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• ABSTRACT 

Almost all of the institutional population will be released to the community and need to be 

employed. A reo:nt longitudinal study by the federal government, the "Post Release 

Employment Project," confirmed that offenders who receive training and work experience 

have a better institutional adjustment and are more likely to be employed and stay employed 

after release. 

:;+ 

The Offender Reintegra~on Project provided an integrated continuum of education, training, 

job readiness, and work experience coupled with reintegration planning for each offender. 

The program was developed in partnership with the Class I private employers inside the 

institutions. A key element was a concentrated focus on business expectations of workers 

and acceptable work behavior. The Class I employers provided jobs for offenders to apply 

and continually enhance their skills and work behavior while still in the institution. 

• Initially, participants were assessed on their educational level, job skills, interests, aptitude~, 

and treatment needs. Programming priorities were identified for the offender's time in the 

institution, and a preliminary release plan was completed. Individual plans were modified 

throughout the program as enrollees developed increasing~ realisti~ options. Case planning 

was fol~owed by a "Learning to Learn" module which enabled offenders to identify their own 

learning and behavior style. Offenders were then involved in a unique component that 

merged behavior assessment and changed with teday's employer expectations, including such 

topics as: 8 to 5 Attitudes, Work Place Cultures, Supervision Styles, Employer Economics, 

and Job'Communication. Simultaneously, offenders were involved in previously identified 

education, training, or treatment programs. 

• 
The recruitment and enrollment of participants in the Projcct included many whc were 

already involved in traditional institutional programming. The challenge was to work within 

the avz.ilable time frames for each individual and deliver ~ array of services as outlined in 
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the Program Design. Given the limited availability of persons meeting all of the program 

criteria, services were provided at variou~ levels to different groups. 

With a clear understanding of employer expectations, Project enrollees were provided the 

opPortunity to apply for work with Class 1 employers while still in the institution. Work 

supervisor input was incorporated into ongoing, mandatory seminars that further modified 

and enhanced offender skills and work bI:havior. Se~' included such topi~~ as Cus~mer ." 
Service, Work Force I?iversity, Co-Worker Relations, and generic skills such as Inventory .. 
Control, Production Reports, and Quality Control. 

The program's ultimate target was to provide these retrained offenders with job placement 

andlor specific linkages to the employment community upon their release. Follow-up 

assistance was available for enrollees from Project staff, Division of Community Corrections 

(DCC) personnel, andlor Corrections Clearinghouse (CCH), an ~mployment and placement 

service for offenders . 

The Reintegration Project was designed to enable offenders to re-enter society equipped with 

a variety of life skills, adaptable job skills, communication skills, and coping skills. It also 

provided the means to better utilize Department resources and achieve a coordinated, 

directional approach to offender programming. 

" . 

• 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND 

The Washington Department of Corrections (WDOC) received a grant from the U.S. 

Department of Education's Office of Vocational and Adult Education to design and 

implement an integrated work-study-transition program for offenders. This Project, which 

we are calling the Reintegration Project, integrated education, employment readiness, 

employment, and transition services for inmates at the Twin Rivers Corrections Center 

• (TRCC) at Monroe (minimum and medium custody) and the Washington Corrections Center 

for Women (WCCW) at Purdy (minimu~~, medium, and close custody). The Project began 

in the fall of 1991 and continued through December of 1993. 

• 

The Project's two principal objectives were: 

1. To integrate academic and vocati<:mal education to prepare 

offenders for private sector jobs inside the prison and after release; 

and 

., .... To demonstrate the integrated approach to correctional staff from 

other states . 

3 



DESIGNING THE PROJECT 

PROJECT STAFF • 
The Reintegration Project funded feur positions responsible for the design, implementation, 

and management. These positions included: 1) a Project director wr.v provided overall 

programmatic and administrative direction for the Project, 2) two transition managers (one at 
# ' •• . .' 

each of the demonstration sites), and 3) an education s~ialist to develop materials and assist. 

in the delivery of. courses to the offenders. The Project was located in the Washington State 

Depanment of Corrections' Division of Offender Programs which is responsible for the 

coordination of all education, medical, and social service programs. 

Project staff received advice and direction from a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) 

composed of representatives from labor, industry, education, and government. Another 

entity of assistance came from the Criminal Justice Associates (CIA), a consulting finn 

subcontracted with the Project to help with the implementation, documentation, and 

demonstration of the Project. 

INTRODUCING THE PROJECT TO THE DEPARTMENT 

An introduction of the Project was presented to key staff within the Department of 

Corrections by the Criminal Justice Associates who designed and facilitated a two day 

retreat. Because the Project's success depended heavily on the collaborative efforts of many 

different segments of Corrections, the retreat was a good way of getting everyone on board 

at one time. Staff used the retreat to: 

1. Present the Project's objectives, methods, and proposed outcomes. 

2. Obtain input with regard to Project parameters. 

3. Reach agreement among retreat participants regarding individuals' 
responsibilities for accomplishing tasks. 

4. Foster teamwork among staff and promote their commitment to Project 
success. 

• 
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• ESTABLISHING EXPECTATIONS 

Following the retreat and armed with the input it generated, Project staff determined 

specifically what ,the Reintegration Project would encompass and how the services would be, 

delivered to p3.l"ticipants. We began by talking with a wide variety of headquarters and 

institutional staff about the P:-roject. This networking process7 which included discussions 

with educators, counselors, administrators, custodial staff, and private sector' employers', , ' 

surfaced a range of expectations about the Project, but also identified a prominent recurrent 

theme which helped to clarify the Project's direction. That theme, EmplOyer Expectations, 

was remarkably similar to the employer concerns identified in the Department of Labor's 

SCANS Report for America 2000 (The Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary 

Skills) (Appendix A) and in other surveys designed to determine what employers are looking 

for in 3.pplicants. In short, employers want applicants who know how to learn, can 

communicate. effectively, solve problems, work in teams, and possess the basic literacy and 

math skills needed to perform wod::place tasks. This expectation, focusing on basic technical 

• competencies and employability skills, emerged as the driving force clarifying the Project's 

purpose and design. 

Ie 

ESTABLISHING ELIGmILITY CRITERIA 

Basic questions addressing the criteria issue were: 

1) Who would be enrolled? 
2) What criteria would we used to determine eligibility? 

The Project needed a cross section of the prison population and the insurance that enrollees 

had the necessary basic literacy and math competencies to be able to complete the educational 

requirements of the program. Inmates would also have to be released in time for the follow

up activities required by the grant. 

5 



Initially recruitment and .Jnrollment targeted cffenders who.: • 

1. Wculd be released to' the community between April and September 1993. 

2. Had no. detainers. 

3. Were eligible fcr minimum custody status. 

4. Had no. medical cr mental health ccnditions that precluded wcrk. 

S. Demcnstrated a 7th-8th grade reading and 6th-7th grade· math competency 
level. 

6. Wculd nct be enrolled in the sex cffender treatment program. 

7. Underwent investigaticn by the WDOC intelligence cffice for pending 
litigaticn or majcr infractions. 

8. Waived camp andlor pre-release. 

9. Agreed to' full-time programming. 

10. Agret:d to' accept private sector prison industry employment if offered. 

11. Agre,,"~ to a.~sist in the evaluaticn cf the Prcject while incarcerated and 
after ti1el'.r release. 

At Twin Rivers Ccrrectlcns Center (TRee); we were unable to' find male offenders who' met 

all of the above criteria. Subsequently, cffenders at the Washingtcn Ccrrecticns Center • 

(Wce) at Sheltcn, Wash'1ngton State's reception center, were screened by classificaticn 

counselcrs to' identify those who' met the Project's eligibility criteria. Transition managers 

also interviewed eligible offenders at the recepticn center who' h2lCi, an interest in the 

prcgram, a willingness to meet Prcject expectaticns, and the potential cf benefiti..ng fro~ 

Project participation. The recruitment cf female participants was an equally difficult 

challenge because of an additicnal requi.rement cf cur industry partner to' select women from 

King County, the locaticn of their manufacturing cperaticn. As a result, the pool of eligible 

women was substantially diminished. At this point it was necessary to' adapt the program 

design to' include persons already involved in instituticnal programming. This was a majcr 

difference in the program start up at the demcnstration sites. The men were involved in 

Reintegration programming from the time cf their arrival at TRCC and the women, who 

were already assigned and prcgramming at WCCW, modified their programming to' fit the 

reintegraticn model. The arrival cf the Reintegration enrollees at TRCC crea..:.Xl scme tense 

feelings among scme of the inmates. • 6 



• . The priority consideration for education, treatment, and employment opportunitie,s that was 

• 

• 

granted to Reintegration participants, was seen as an unfair favoritism by some;. The 

institution had'long waiting lists for programming in all these areas. Of particular interest 

were the higher paying Class 1 industry jobs. The Department, however, felt, from the 

Project's inception, that giving program priorities was necessary to deliver and measure the 

impact of the Reintegration model. In spite of the accusations, which were not significant in 

number f the delivery of program services went very well. 

In contrast, the opportunities to program at WCCW were far more abundant and priority 

considerations for Reintegration enrollees were not an issue. The first enrollments indnded 

eleven female participants from the existing population at Purdy (WCCW), and 33 male 

inmates were from WCC reception center who were subsequently transferred in groups to 

Twin Rivers Corrections Center. 

IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT 

COORDINA nON 

In order to maximize resources, strengthen the relationships of stakeholders, and to build the 

potential for continuing key elements of the Project, coordination efforts were ongoing 

including: 

• Institutional Coordination 

-provide periodic overview and update of Project activities 

-network with community based service providers 

-participate on pre-apprenticeship, industry, and institutional advisory committees 

-case management coordination 

7 
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• Industry Coordination 

-program ties to industry partners 

-customize curriculum 

-applicant screening 

• Education Linkage 

-resource sharing 

-feedback on participant progress 

-contractual relationship to provide instructors 

• Agency Support 

-agreement to assign "Reintegration Hold" to limit participant movements 

-agreement to give priority programming to participants (work, school, chemical 

dependency) 

-*provide office/training space 

-*provide limited equipment usage 

-*provide agency vehicles when needed 

*Counted toward the grant "Match" requirements 

8 
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SERVICE DELIVERY 

Needs Assessment 

All offenders processed through the Department's reception center are tested for their IQ, 

math and reading levels, vocatiOIlal interests, and given a psychological profIle. Those who 

enroll in school (after they are classified and transferred from the reception center) receive 

more detailed testing of math and reading levels. Reintegration Project participants were also 

tested to identify their job interest, aptitude, and work values. The testing used was the 

CAPS, COPS, and COPES battery since it is relatively inexpensive, easy to administer, and 

scored by the test takers. This series of tests measured an individual's interests (COPS), 

abilities (CAPS), and values (COPES). Test results were used to ir.crease participants' 

awareness of their abilities, stimulate their interest in exploring career options. and facilitate 

the creation of their individual development plans. 

• Client Manaeement Classification 

• 

Following the testing element, Project participants met with their transition manager and 

created their Individual Development Plan (lDP) using Client Management Classification 

(CMC).-

CMC. initially developed in Wisconsin in 1975, is a comprehensivt! classification approach 

consisting of three ma;or components,' an objectively scored, structured interview,' strategies 

(or supervising different types of clients; and II case planning process that stresses practical 

behavioral obiectives, 

Initial meetings focused on identification of the offender's goals, establishment and 

clarification of the Project's and offender's expectations, identification of the specific 

programs and services which the offender will us~ to meet his goals, identification of bench 

marks which indicate goal attainment, and eSlablishment of a time frame for the delivery of 

9 



services. The individual development plan served as the offender's self-directed guide to me 
Reintegration Project. The IDP was revised and updated by the offender and transition 

manager to reflect mastery of various competencies as indicated by the attainment of specific 

benchmarks. Follow-up services designed to reinforce or expand on past achievements were 

scheduled on a continuing basis. 

Learnine To Learn 

Upon completion of the CMC and IDP, Project participants were enrolled in a ten hour 

"Learning to Learn" module which was designed to identify the individual's learning style, 

increased appreciation of other individuals' learning styles, and teach them to adapt their 

particular learning style to various work settings and situations. After "Learning to Learn," 

Project participants enrolled "in existing institutional programs and services designed to meet 

the goals identified in their individual development plans. 

Academic Education 

Individuals with basic literacy or math deficiencies were enrolled in adult basic education 

and/or English as a second language program while those who had"demonstrated basic 

Competencies in these areas but who may need to enhance their basic skills were enrolled in 

a GED or high school completion program. The objective of the academic education 

component was to enhance the offenders' literacy and math skills to the extent necessary to 

obtain and retain gainful employment. 

• 
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_ . Inter,persona1lLife Skills 

-

I-
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The Department, through its community college contractors (Edmonds and· Tacoma 

Community Colleges), had an established curriculum that addressed 14 targeted life skills 

that individuals must master to suIVive in society. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Identify, interpret, and follow directions or label instrUctions pertaining to 
medications, prescriptions, warnings andlor consumer products. 

Compare price or quality to detennine the best buys for goods and 
services. 

Compare different methods and use catalogs & order forms to purchase 
goods and services. 

Interpret bills and budgets for personal and family finances. 

Demonstrate the use of savings and checking accounts. 

Identify regulations and procedures to obtain a driver's license. 

Interpret information found in newspapers, periodicals, business letters, 
pamphlets, and publications. 

Interpret transportation schedules and fares. 

Interpret job applications, resumes, and letters of application. 

Identify and use resources of information about job opportunities. 

Identify appropriate behavior and attitudes for getting a job, keeping a job, 
and obtaining a promotion. 

Interpret wages, wage deductions, and- benefits including wage information 
charts, pamphlets, and forms. 

Interpret income tax forms, tax tables, and compute sales tax. 

14. Interpret common legal forms, rules, ordinances, and lease or rental 
agreemen~. 

The objective of the Interpersonal/Life Skills component of the program was to enhance the 

offender's competence in the skills require.d to succeed in society and increase the offender's 

self-awareness and responsibility for his criminal life style. Those offenders who had 

chemical dependency problems were encouraged to enroll in appropriate drug and lor alcohol 

treatment programs. 

11 



Employment Readiness And Enhancement 

A series of short-term learning experiences were provided to enable the offender to learn 

specific and generic employability skills required to adapt to today's changing workplace .. 

This component stressed clarification of individual offender's values and enhanced their 

understanding ~d appreciation of others' values. It also. stressed the develop,ment of 

communication skills (including written and formallinfo~al oral presentations) that are 

critical to successful job attainment, retention, and promotion. 

• 

The component Was divided into three broad a.mM: The first segment, focused on 

expectations that employers have of prospective job applicants: Offenders learned pra.;;;tical 

skills such as preparing resumes. completing job applications, writing cover letters, writing 

follow-up letters, using labor market information, the interview process, and appropriate 

appearance for an interview. There was planned repetition of selected life skills work related 

competencies. • The curriculum selected for this component, Job. Tec, was developed by the National 

Corrective Training Institute stresses employment competencies specified by the Department 

of Labor for Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) participants. Competencies focused on job 

acquisition and retention. The curriculum was presented in a group setting with the 

instructor acting as facilitator. The major selling points of the Job ~ Tee curriculum were its 

interactivity, relatively low cost, the emphasis on changing values, attitudes, and behavior, 

and skill building. 

The second part of this curriculum focused on employer economics. Offenders participated 

in business orientation courses designed to enhance their appreciation and understanding of 

how business organizations function and why business managers and supervisors make 

cenain production, quality-control, marketing, personnel, and financial decisions. 

Won:'Jlace Basics, a third element, helped offenders adapt to changes in the workplace, 

including diverse work forces, supervision styles, and workplace cultures. • 12 
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e· . The objective of these employment specific components was to: a) provide pre-employment 

and work maturity skills, b) enable offenders to understand from the employer's perspective 

the basis for business decisions that affect them, e.g., work assignments, safety rules, 

scheduling, eb:., 'and c) to enable participants to adapt to a wide range of work 

environments. 

• 

• 

WQrk-StudylInte~rntiQn Seminars 

Following completion of the Project curriculum, the inmates were interviewed by private 

businesses inside the prison when jobs became available. The prison-based, Class I job 

served as a learning laboratory in which lessons mastered in the academic education, life 

skills, and employment readiness components were applied in a practical, real-world setting. 

For example, Reintegration Project participants prepared a resume and cover letter, 

completed a job application. and successfully interviewed with the private sector employer to 

obtain their Class 1 job. The routine of private sector employment inside the prison also 

served as a daily practicum reinforcing critical employability skills, 9 to 5 attitudes, and 

habits such as: responsibility and dependability, attendance and punctuality, cooperation and 

compatibility, communications, problem-solving, teamwork, and self-management. The 

Transition Manager worked closely with the private sector supervisOr during this work-study 

component and used the offender's daily work experience to monitor, evaluate, and document . . 

his mastery of technical competencies and employability skills. Simul~eously, integratio~ 

seminars were offered once or twice a week outside work hours. The seminars encompassed 

13 
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any employability skill gaps identified by the work supervisors and added addition~ techni~ 

competencies that could be used in a wide range of jobs upon release, e.g.: 

· blueprint reading · customer service 

· industrial safety · product ton scheduling 

· quality control · inventory control 

The prison-based job served as a practicum preparing the offender for gainful employment in 

the community. 

Transition To The CommunitJ 

Typically, tnmsition services' were provided for a brief period immediately prior to an 

offender's release. In the Reintegration Project, however, the offerider began planning for 

transition to the community upon entrance to the program and could use the program itself as 

a practicum for challenges which would confront him upon release. Release plans were • 

modified throurhout the program as enrollees developed increasingly realistic options. The 

program culminated with job placement or specific linkages to the employment and training 

community as release approached. The transition component also relied on coordination with 

Corrections Clearinghouse (CCH), a branch of the Washington State Employment Security 

Department which provided job leads, employment counseling, and linkage to community 

services. 

• 14 
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OUTCOMES 

The objectives of the Reintegration Project to integrate academic, vocational education, and 

work to prepare participants to find and retain employment were largely accomplished at both 

demonstration sites. 

Initially, this Project purposed to serve 35 men and 35 women with individual case' 
management and transition plans. Within the scope of those plans, participants were targeted .. 
to receive a range of services that included assessments, specialized curriculum, seminars, 

priority for institutional programming, and individual counseling. 

Several factors affected our capacity to deliver the full compliment of the program 

components to each participant. However, by being flexible in our enrollment criteria and 

focusing on the needs of the institutions, we were able to serve over 120 persons at various 

levels of involvement. The first group of men and women enrolled received more 

comprehensive programming with subsequent groups getting a mix of activities. All, 

however, received at minimum: l)reintegration curriculum, 2) information and referral to 

institutional and community resources, and 3) individual counseling . 

. Equally challenging to Project design and implementation was the issue of continued 

integrated programming without the use of federal funds. Clearly, the following 

accomplishments will be meaningful to that end. 

1. Stakeholder Involvement in the development of the Project which resulted in: 

a. Re-examining educational curriculum in the light of workplace needs. 

b. Improved networking and linkages. 

c. Recognition of gaps in services. 

d. Focus on industry needs . 

15 



ll. Integratin~ Service Delivery by: 

a. Demonstrating assessment and curricular resources specific to employment • readiness. 

b ... Developing a short course for Class I employers. 

c. Introducing community resources to institutions. 

d. Improving ties to Community Corrections. 

ill. Dissemination of Proiect findings: 

a. With staff at demonstration sites e.g., update reports and participation in 
institutional operations. 

b. Through the distribution of newsletters. 

c. Interdepartmental presentations. 

d. Participation in conferences. 

e. Distribution of final report. 

IV. Technical Assistance 

Technical assistance was provided to other state correctional entities who also have an • interest in integrated programming. Five conference presentations were made in Washington 

State and eight presentations in other states. These conferences we~ national and regional in 

scope and included representatives from adjoining states. Follow-up visits in two states 

resulted. 

The implementation .of this .Project has laid important groundwork and established a model 

for integrated services delivery within a correctional setting. Its components, in whole or in 

part, can be effectively utilized as a guide to evaluate, revise, and restructure institutional 

programs. 

• 16 
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INTRODUCTION 

Employers repon that many job applicants cannot react. do simple arithmetic, or fill out 

forms. A recent survey of Fonune 500 companIes found that 58 % complained of having 

, trouble tinding employees with basic skills. 

At the same time that skills are lacking in the labor force, the number of unskilled jobs is 

decreasing while the knowiedge anci abilities required for the remaining jobs increases. The 

well-known WORKFORCE ~QQQ repon by the Hudson Institute states, "Of all the new jobs 

that will be created over the 1984-2000 period. more than half will require some education 

beyond high school. and almost a third will be rilled by college graduates. " 

. Given that reality, the outlook for the nation: s prison population m be competitive in a job 

market with ever-increasing skills and work maturity demands is dim. Generally. offenders 

have serious educational deticiencies. lack specific job skills. have few family resources. and 

bear the stigma of their offense long after release. 

The Washington State Offender Reintegration Project ",.IIas developed in partnership, with 

'education. training. and Class I private sectOr industry as an intexvention strategy to prepare 

offenders for adequate POSt release employment. 

The Project. conducted at twO demonstration sites from July 1991 through December 1993. 

provided meaningful insights into case management. integrated programming, transition. and 

agency teamwork . 

17 
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PROJECT RETREAT 

The development and facilitation of a P::>ject Retreat was conducted by the Criminal Justice 

Associates in December 1991. The purpose of the retreat was to orient the Depanment staff 

to the program, solicit input. and to promote the success of the Project. Because of its 

substantial contribution to the organization and structure of the Project, the retreat's repon 

follows. The weallQ of information and direction it provides will be beneficial for others in 

designing and implementing integrated programs. 

1. BACKGROUND 

The Washington Depanment of Corrections (WDOC) and Criminal Justice Associates (CJA) 

received a grant in July 1991 from the U.S. Depattment of Education to integrate academic 

and vocational education. Class I industries. and releaseltransition services. I The grant is 

currently scheduled to run through July 1993. The demonstration Project will be 

implemented by the WDOC at Twin Rivers Corrections Center (TRCe) and at the 

Washington Corrections Center for Women (WCCW). Services will be provided under this 

demonstration Project for up to 60 inmates. The Project is staffed, by a Project Director, 

two Transition Managers. an Education Specialist. and a Secretary. Representatives of 

private industry, education. and labor are serving on an advisory group to ensure that the 

Project's curriculum and service delivery adequately prepare inmates to enter the work force. 

Project staif will work closeiy with institutional staif and inmates to create Individual 
" 

Development Plans for academIC and vocational education. Class I employment. substance 

abuse treatment. and life skills attainment. Transition Managers will be responsible for 

facilitating implementation of plans. monitoring progress. and providing feedback for case 

management adjustments . 

'The DculnmclU or' EJuc8uon II \IIor~nl1 ~loselV wllh Ihe U,S, DePlnmcnt or' JUIUC:C'1 Nalionallnstllute 01 JUIlICC In Ihia elTon Ind Ihc 
1&lIcr orgllUZluon IS expccted 10 i;onlnbulc resources Illr Ihl. Pro)CCI II 8 ilter POilU an tune. 
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. The process for providing continuously integrated services to inmates as they move throug• 

the education, work. and release components of the program will be the key to the success of 

this Project. 

Because the Project's success will rest on collaborative relations among many different 

individuals in different pans of the Department. a wide variety of actors were invited to 

participate in a workshop which was facilitated by ciA. on December 10 and' 1 i. '1991.2 , 

The workshop, ~as designed to: 

./ Orient key headquaners and institutional staff and others to the program so that thev 

have a common understanding or" it:s objectives and activities. 

Obtain input from workshop panicipants regarding the tasks which must be 

successfully completed to develop the Project to the point of stan-up . 

.I Obtain agreement among workshop participants regarding individuals' responsibilities 

for accompli.5hing these tasks. 

Foster teamwork among staff and promote their commitment to Project success. J • II. WORKSHOP OVERVIEW 

The workshop began with an infonnational session facilitated by Ruben Gedefio. Director of 

. the Division of Offender Programs. Chast! Riveland. Secretary, Department of Corrections. 

delivered ~elcoming and introductory remarks. Division Directors or thei.r representatives. 

who comprise the Department's policy making board for this Project. then discussed the 

Project's goals. its management. and the importance of the Project in the J)epanment's 

overall service delivery plans. Workshop participants then engaged in a dialogue with the 

Division Directors and each other in which a variety of Project related issues were discussed. 

Following this interaction. F~l< Farrow of CJA briefed the participants on the formative 

~vaiuation and technology transier components of the Project. 

:!=C'r a II~ 01 V.(lf1CstlOP p.nl~IP.nu uc E~liltl I. 

.... IIoorlcshop -genoa \I cllnlAtnCIl tn E~ibll :. • 19 
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• . After lunch on the 10th, participants were assigned to two groups based on their affiliation 

• 

• 

with a given demonstration site. The WCCW group was comprised of 15 individuals while 

the TRee group had 9 participants. Each group, working independently throughou~ the 

remainder of the workshop, discussed the key tasks which must be successfully completed to 

develop the Project to the point of stan-up in their •. :stitution and identified individuals' 

responsibilities for acc~mplishing the tasks. CJA staff used resPQnsibility chartin~ as a 

means to facilitate and document this discussion. The results of each group's discussion are 

descnbed separately later in this paper. Prior to discussing Project stan-up tasks and 

individuals' responsibilities. however. CJA staff facilitated a discussion of Project 

parameters. established either by contract with the Project sponsor or by Departmental 

decision. and program issues likely to affect both demonstration sites. That discussion is 

summarized for each group below. 

Discussion of Proiect Parameters 

The aim of the Project. e.g .• integration of education. work. and transition services was 

discussed and clarified. including the post-release focus on obtaining employment for 

offenders which is commensurate with their skill level. The physical location of Project staff 

was also discussed and the Transition Managers in each group introduced themselves and 

described their respective backgrounds. 

The Project's organization (Organization Chart. Exhibit 3) and the staff's responsibilities 

(Staff Job Description. Exhibit 4) were identified and discussed. This discussion included 

description of the four Project advisory groups: The Technical AdvisoD' Group (TAG) will 

provide advice and assistance to the Project Director in the execution of the Project: the 

DepanmentaJ Pro~ram Committee (comprised of Operations Management Team (OMT) 

members or their representatives) sets Project policy and will resolve Project issues that 

transcend the individual demonstration sites: and the Correctional Center Program Committee 

(one at e:ich site) which \ViiI resolve Project issues that are limited to a particular 

demClDstrauon site . 

:0 



. Ba>ic Proernmmatic Issues 

Eligibility Criteria • 
The following factors were provided to each group as potential criteria for admission to the 
program: 1. Willingness to participate 

2. Ability to meet program expectations 
3. Time to release 
4. Security level 

The TRee group discussed the possibility of selecting offenders who are representative of . 

the continuum of educational and vocational experiences in their institution. They felt it 

would be counter-productive to focus Project resources on offenders at either extreme 

(coilege-degreed vs the illiterate). 

Time to release was identitied by each group as a critical factor. The upper limit on time to 

release is determined by the requirement that offenders in the program be released no later 

than July 1. 1993. preferably earlier. so that there will be some outcome history for the 

outcome evaluation. The lower time limit is int1uenced by an offenders ability to be in the 

program long enough to receive all of the program components necessary to "graduate." • 

How long this is will vary depending on the academic and vocational competencies with 

which an offender enters the program. Both groups were concerned about the outcome 

evaluation. and in particular the manner in which a control group.would be selected. The 

groups were inrormed that the technical details of how the evaluation will be carried out will 

be the responsibility of an evaluation contractor. The TRee group suggested that ·Parole 

Board cases (except those with three years to their maximum) be excluded from eligibility for 

the Project because of the difficulty of accurately predicting when they are likely to be 

releasee. 

Security level was not a major concern in either group. However. the wecvv group did 

suggest that offenders be eligible for Minimum Security. The TRee group suggested that 

offenders enrolled in the Sex Offender's Tre:ltment Program should not be admitted to the 

program. Each group recommended that the medical criterion for the Class I Industries 

aftiliated with their respective institutIons be induded in eligibility guidelines for offenders. 

:;1 



_ . from their facilities. For example, the TRee group noted that Exmark tests its job 

-

/-

applicants for color blindness since its employees must be able to sort products by color. 

The wecw group also suggested that admission be limited to offenders who will be released 

to the greater Seattle area based on the assumption that such a decision would make the 

Transition Manager'~ job easier. 

Causes For Removal 

The' following factors were provided to each group as potential reasons for removal: 
-voluntary'removal 
"inadequate perfonnance 
einstitutional disciplinary infractions 
-institutional transier 

Each group discussed the issue of removing offenders from the Project for inadequate 

penonnance. The weew .group made a disMction between inadequate performance of an 

infractive nature (e.g., consistently railing to show up for work or for a class) and inadequate 

perionnance of an ability nature (e.g., not being able to pass tests or to pertonn the tasks 

assigned satisfactorily). The group suggested that the former be grounds for removal from 

the Project whereas the preferred approach in the latter situation would be to revise the 

offenders' individuai treatment plans to more accurately reflect their abilities. The wecw 
group thought that institutional transfers could be controlled and sqould not be a reason tor 

removal. 

Pro~rarn Flow 

The anticipated flow of offenders through the program was discussed in the groups; however. 

the exact nature of the discussion was somewhat different in each group. -l The TRee group 

stipulated the imponance of involving their own institutional classirication committee (in 

addition to headquarter's classirication committee (in addition to headquarter's classification) 

in the identitication of potential candidates for the Project. This group also felt that it would 

be important that Project rejecuon and/or assignment to the control group 

'S~e ExhlbiLl.5 and () for exampici of 11" ... cnans lor TRCC 3nCl WCCW .. 
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be done as early as possible in the process and be accomplished ~ a Itblind" fashion WhiCh. 

would not jeopardize offenders' chances for participation in other pro~s. 

At issue 'for the WCCW group was the source from which offenders would be drawn given 

the upper limit criterion on time to reiease. The group believed that if all program 

admissions came from classification at headquanp,rs there would not be enough offenders 
. " 

who would be scheduled for release within a year (assuming a Project stan in. March or 

April) to enable a caseload of 30 to be realized. Therefore, program admissions would have 

to be drawn as' well from among those who already are in WCCW. i.e .• admissions would be 

"gI"'dIldfathered" into the program. S If this procedure included provision ~'o~ admitting 

current Pioneer Industries empioyees. it also would address a concern of that company: 

Their inability to assure employment for 30 new people, and their preference for employees 

who will be with them for' at l~t 18 months. This discussion led to a discussion of why 

existing Class I industries at WCCW were not anticipated on the flow chan for that facility 

as a potential source for Project participants. It was noted that that decision had been made 

by the Division of Correctional Industries. which felt that the technical skills learned by • 

inmates employed in existing Class I industries at WCCW were not necessarily transferable. 

Given these constraints, the group found anticipared program flow at WCCW to be 

troublesome and chaned the flow in greater detail. 

Pro~rarn Components 

The demonstration program's components (Exhibit 7) were discussed with each group. The 

TRCe group viewed the prospective delivery of the program's components through its 

experience with case management and anticipated that the proposed program could be 

integrated well with current institutional practice~. 

'::-:,e TRee prol!ram 111lW .nll~lp.I~L1 ~'lnllnll C:.SlI IRLlLlSI,... nlienoer<m"ployeelol poccnuai ':ll'IIIuiAICI.or Ule dcmolUtnluon Pro.ICCI 

~I Ulil snc. • 



• . Each group discussed the role of mentors in the Project and rejected the use of ex-offenders 

• 

• 

in this role because of the legal restrictions imposed on whom ex-offenders may associate. 

The groups believed that more appropriate role models could be found among the employees 

of area finns. The groups also discussed the importance of addressing how offenders make 

decisions. The WCCW grtlUp suggested that a shon course be developed to help offenders 

relearn how to think for themselves when released; while the TRee group focused on the 

importance of encouraging offenders to include thinking about the consequences of their 

actions as pan of their routine decision making process. 

Proirarn Start-up and Operation Tasks 

Twenty-six tasks were identified prior to the workshop as being critical to program stan-up 

or operation (Exhibit 8). These tasks were described briefly in each group and the number 

of tasks to be discussed in detail in the responsibility charting exercise was reduced to 

nineteen. The participants were instructed that time would be spent on the second day of the 

workshop discussing how responsibilities for carrying out these tasks should be allocated . 
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Responsibility Charting Results • 
The s~rld day of the workshop began with a description of responsibility charting. Key to 

an understanding of this exercise is the following terminology: 

R = denotes the person who is responsible for carrying out a taSk. This is the person who 
does most of the work. who gets the blame if things go wrong. There may be 
different degrees or levels of responsibility. In that case Rl is used. to denote primary 
responsibility, R2 secondary responsibility. The person having an R2 would carry out 
assignmei1ts under the direction of the person having an Rl. 

:\ = denotes a person who must approve the results of a task before it can be considered 
completed. Again. :here may be leveis of approval. The approval of a person having. 
an Al must be obtained before the approval of a person having an A2 is sought. for 
example. 

C = denotes a person who should be consulted. i. e.. whose input should be obtained prior 
to the completion or a taSk. 

Each workshop participant was given a blank responsibility chan listing key Project tasks and 

was asked to individually complete the chan. After the charts had been completed, the • 

groups discussed the allocatIon or responsibilities. Time restraints limited the groups' focus 

to those taSks listed on the chan that are of immediate concern, i.e., tasks pertaining to the 

planning of the program versus those pertaining to program opera~on. 

• :5 
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w.e.c.W 
1. J. Thatcher 

2. S. Caner 

3. Y. Gwalarnubisi 

.1. A. Fernan 

5. W. Diagle 

6. P. Peterson 

7. P. Musselwhite 

8. R. Moore 

9. J. Archer 

1O.T.wood 

11. J. Walker 

• 12. L. Sarot 

• 

13. P. Hutchinson 

14. D. Swisher 

15. D. Vom Steeg 

O.M,T. 

. 1. C. Riveland 

:. R. Cedeno 

3. J. King 

~, L. McAuley 

5. D. Savage 

.6. T. Wood 

. EXlllBIT 1 

Workshop Participants 
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T.R.ec 
1. J. Barbour 

2. P. Stanley 

3. B. Walls 

4. N. Lieurance 

5. L. Willen berg 

6. J. Will 

i. H. Jefferies 

8. R. Taggan-Deffinbaugh 

9. D. Carnahan 

10. J. Campbell 

11. A. Bynum 

I·A.G. 
1. P I Hutchinson 

2. D. Jacques 

3. G. Kwaspediani 

~. D. London 

5. G. Sivensen 

C.l.A. 

1. F. Farrow 

:. G. Sexton 



EXWBIT2 

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO 
EDUCATION, WORK, AND OFFENDER REINTEGRATION 

Workshop Schedule 
Tuesday, December 10. 1991 

9:00 a.m. Welcoming Remarks and Introduction 
.Chase Riveland. Secretary 
Depanment of Corrections (DOC) . 

-Technical Advisory Group (TAG) 
-Operations Management Team (OMT) 
Department of Corrections 

Overview of Workshop Agenda 
-George Sexton 
Criminal Justice Associates (CJA) 

9:45 a.m. Description and Discussion of Demonstration Project 
-Ruben Cedeno. Director. DOOP, DOC 
-Jackie Campbell. Project Director. DOC 

10: 15 a.m. Break 

10:30 a.m. Questions, C'Dncerns. & Comments from Participants 
- Ruben Cedeno 
-Jackie Campbell 
-Operations Management Team (OMn 

11:30 a.m. Formative Evaluation & Technology Transfer 
-Frank Farrow. CJA 

11:45 a.m. Briefmg OD Afternoon's Activities & Assignments 
-Group Assignments by Demonstration Site 
TRCC & WCCW 
George Sexton 

~oon Lunch 

• 

• 

1:30 p.m. Issues/Task Discussion 
00iscusslOn of Stan-Up Issues 
- Distribution of Project 

DeCIsions/ Ta.sks 

-Group Discussion of Decisions/Tasks 
-Generation of Additional Decisions/Tasks 
-Group Agreement on Final List of 

- ExplanatIon of DecIslOns/Ta.sks DecisionsiTasks 
-George Sexton (TRCe) 
-Frank Farrow (WCCW) • 

~:30 p.m. Adjournment 

29 
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Wednesday, December 11, 1991 

9:00 a.m. Recap Group Discussions on Issues/Tasks 
Briermg on Day's Activities & Assignments 

-George Sexton, CJA 

Introduction to Responsibility Charting 
oFrank Farrow, CJA 

10:00 a.m. Responsibility Charting Exercise 
oTRee Group 
owecw Group 

~oon Lunch 

1:00 p.m. Feedback & Discussion of Responsibility Charting Results 
Identification & Discussion of Issues Generating Confusion or Disagreement 
-TRCe Group 
oWCCW Group 

3:00 p.m. Workshop Wrap-Up 
ClDr. Gail Schwartz. Branch Chief 
Office of Correctional Education 
U.S. Department of Education 

0Andrea Bynum. Assistant Director, DOOP. DOe 

oJ ackie Campbell 

oGeorge Sexton & Frank Farrow 
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Project Director 

EXHIBIT 4 

Demonstration Program 

Staff Job Descriptions 

• Provides overall programmatic and administrative management and direction of the Project . 

.• Provides liaison with and coordinates depanmental and extra-deparunental Project related 

programsl services and resources 

• Directs activities of Project staff 

Transition Mana~ers 

• Develops, monitors. documents. and revises individual treatment plans 

• Refers offenders to appropriate programsl services 

• Coordinates delivery of programs! services to offenders in program 

• Serves as liaison between offenders and institutional and community-based programsl seivices 

facilitating pre and post release transition 

Vocational Education Specialist 

• Identifies basic, technical and adaptive job skills 

• Develops required competencies for Competency Based VOC ED courses 

• Writes curricula and assists instructors in writing lesson plans to implement curriculum 

• Works with depanmcntal and extra-depanmemal resources to assure relevance of curriculum· 

• Evaluates effectiveness of curriculum and revises courses as necessary 
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EXHIBIT 5 
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FLOW 

TWIN RIVERS CORRECTIONS CENTER 

IHDQRTS. ;' FACILITY 
I CLASSIFICATION 

I 

I 
I 

, .. 

?er:Or.:lance 
Evalua't.ion I 

-~--------------->I 

?ROGRAM 
ADMISSION 

ITP 

---------- * 
<-----------______ 1 

<-_~_---I 

CLASS 
1 

* 

I 

PROGRAM 
COMPONENTS 

i 
1<-----' 

1<-------->1 
PROGRAM 

COMPONENTS 

RELEASE 

CLASS 1 

ABE, ESL, GED/HS 
Workplace Adap't.ive Skills 
Career, Social Surv~val, Personal Mgnt. Skills 
5ubs't.ance Abuse 7=ea't.~en't. 
CCH. :'!'. ~12 -W2 
ou't.~lacemen't. ?rep. ~nd Suppor~ 
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EXHIBIT 6 

DIKOIST'M'l'IOH PRQGRNJ PLOW 

WCCW I TPS 

Washington Corrections Center for Women 

. CLASSIFICA'J.'ION 

PROGRAM 
ADMISSION 

Performance 
::::valuation 

----------------~>f ITP 

;----------------- _I __ ._C_~MP_RO_g~~-EN-T-S-....J' • 
i 

<-------, I 
CLASS 

1 

Tacoma Pre-Release 

I 

i I .PROGRAM 
,<-------->/ COMPONENTS ---

* 

RELEASE 

ABE, ESL, GED/HS 
Work place adap~ive skills 
Career, social survival, personal ~gn~. skills 
Subs~ance Abuse Trea~men~ 
CCH, !T, M2-W2 
Outplacemen~ prep~ and support 
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EXHIBIT 7 
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM COMPONENTS 

REFERRAL TO PROGRAM ] 

. assessment/testing of competencies 

PROGRAM ADMISSION 
~--------------------------~ 

orientation . ' . 
. negotiate/document indiv. treat. plan 
. referr to appropriate programs/services 

<-------------1 ACADEMIC EDUCATION 

• 

/------------->! _____________________________ I _ 

<-------------, 

ABE 
~SL 
GED/HS 
evaluation, clpcumentation, feedback 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION /-------------> 

. PIP 
work place adap~ive skills 

, evaluation, documentation, feedback 

I 

<-------------_' _____ C_LA __ S_s __ l_.-r-N-D-U-S-TR--Y----~I------------->1 
Exmark 

. Pioneer 

. evalua~ion, documen~ation, feedback 

I 
I 
I 

. I 

<-------------' __________ T_RAN ___ S_I_T_I_O_N ________ ~I------------->! 
. .~ / NA - STOP 

CCH - IT - M2 /W2 
. career, social survival, personal' 
~anagemen~ skills 
ou~placemen~ counseling & suppor~ 
iden~ifica~ion & linkage with 
::cmmuni t"' resources 
evalua~ion, documen~ation, feedback 
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1. 
.., .... 
3. 

~. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

EXHIBITS 
Demonstration Program 

Stan-Up and Operation Issues/Tasks 

Establish competency-based assessment system to test offenders' needs 

Assess/test comPetency of offenders referred to program 

Deveiop program admission and orientation process " 

Admit and orient offenders to program 

Develop process for negotiating individual treatment plans 

Negotiate and document individual treatment plans 

Deveiop process for referring offenders to program components 

Refer offenders to programs and services 

Coordinate delivery of multiple programsl services to offenders 

Identify program components which must be created/modified 

Create/modify academic education program components 

12. Deliver academic education program components to offenders 

13. Createimodify curricula and lesson plans for career. social survival. and personal management 
skills course( s) 

14. Deliver career. social surviVal. and personal management skills course(s) to offenders 

15. Create/modify curricu!a and lesson plans for workplace adaptive skills course(s) 

16. Deliver workplace adap'tive skills coursels) to offenders 

17. Develop process for evaluating the content and relevance of academic and vocational education 
program components 

18. Evaluate and revise (as necessary) academic and vocational education program componentS 

19. Create/modify process for linking offenders with departmental and community-based post-
release transition resources 

:0. Link offenders with departmental and community-based post release transition resources 

: 1. Reschedule STOP as necessary 

::. Negotiate new/revised contracts for delivery of program components 

:3. Develop process for evaluating and documenting offender penormance (including Class 1 job 
performance I 

:-1-. Evaluate and document oifender perr"ormance 

• :5. Create process for removing offenders irom program 

:6. Remove offenders from program 
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ESTABLISHING AN EFFECTIVE ORGANiZATION 

The Project was locared in the agencies Division of Offender 'Programs (DOOP), one of five 

divisions in the Department which is responsible for the delivery and coordination of educational. 

medical, and social service programs. The success of the Project hinged to a large degree upon 

selecting staff with the appropriate experience and expertise to compliment its unique goal of 

: developing a model for integra:ed programming. Furthermore, calla~oration with stakeholders 

within and without the Department was an imponant factor in establishing an effective mechanism 

for- service delivery. The role or key entities in mobilizing the Project work plan included: 

I ProJect Director I 

The Project Director reported to the Director of the Division of Offender Programs and met on a 

routine basis with the Department's executive staff to inform them of Project developments and LO 

secure their support for any Project related tasks which cut across divisional lines . 

From an operational standpoint. the Project Director was initially involved at all levels of its 

development. Testing and ascertaining the appropriateness of program elements including working 

closely with staff in reviewing curriculum. classroom instruction. and case management 

interviewing. 

Networking with stakeholders at the administrative and institutional level was also a very important 

role. Networking served as a means to determine expectations. obtain commitments. identify 

available resources. and determine when shifts in interest were occurring. To that end. monthly 

staff meetings were held to discuss the interest and concerns of staff. participants. and institutional 

players. 

As the person most responsible for the overall management and development of the Project. the 

Director monitored ser.'ice delivery, initiated Technical Advisory Group and executive meetings. 

• prepared products. monitored sub-contracts and budgets. and directed Project activities. 
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Conference presentations and Technical Assistance visits were the primary methods of demonstrating 

the Project to other states. The degree of involvement of the Director in the Project's develOP. 

was an important preparation for the task. Of the eight out of state conferences, the Director 

presented at six. These conferences were national and regional in scope and included 

representatives from adjoining states. Follow-up visits in two states resulted. 

: A key to the success of the Project was the ability of the Director to build credibility and acceprance 

by keeping stakeholders informed about the Project progress and responding to their concerns. 

Transition Managers 

The Transition Managers at both ProJect sites were an integral part of the Project's Design and 

implementation. Responsibilities included offender case management. daily intenace between 

offenders and institutional/communitY based programs. resource development, instructions and 

counseling of program participants. and follow-up. 

• Much of the early Project Design was based upon input from the research and experience of the 

Transition Managers. Site visits with the education, employment, and community service sector 

provided a wealth of information upon which strategies were built. 

Within the institutions. the TranSItion Manager played a key role. Along with the responsibilities in 

the Project. connibutions were made to the institutions in the way of resource sharing (Appendix Bl 

participation on special committees. recommendations for integrating institutional programs 

(Appendix C). assistance in recruiting indusmes. and the overflow of information and refenal for 

numerous inmates who were not pan or the Project. 

Preparing panicipants tor tranSItion into the community began as soon as the offender entered the 

orOEram. The Transition Managers reviewed assessments of education. substance abuse. and life . - -
skills areas to initiate an Individt1al Development Plan. A structured case management interview 

was conducted to identify barners. set goals. and tormulate action plans tor vocational training, 

work. substance abuse treatmen1 • and personal skill attainment. As the inmate moved closer to • 
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release, the emphasis changed from preparing for Correctional Industries employment and attaining 

• workplace maturity skills to job placement and release planning. 

The Transition Manager became a key point of contact for participants from the time they were 

enrolled in the program until after their release. Modifications to Individual Development Plans 

(lDPs) , monitoring progress. and providing feedback loops for case management planning provided 

.. a continuity of service for participants. 

~ EdUCItioD Program S~ia~J 

The Education Program speciaiist worked closely with community colleges and Project staff to 

evaluate. upgrade, and/or develop curriculum used in the Project. Opponunities were also explored 

to enhance participant's knowledge and abilities to meet and surpass the requirements of Class I 

employers. The Employer Economics module was not only developed by the Education Program 

Specialist. but her involvement in its presentation to the first group of participants at Washington 

• Corrections Center for Women provided the opportUnity to "fine tune" it for more flexible use with 

other groups. 

• 

The Employer Expectations Shon Course was another important Pn>'J~ct developed by the Education 

?rogram Specialist that was used to equip participants who were fast tracking into Class I 

employment. Comprised mainly of Job. Tec exercises. the curriculum also included materials on 

cultural and workplace diversity, decision making, and sexual harassment. 

The typical responsibilities of the Education Program Specialist included participation in the 

development. dissemination and evaluation of educational materials. design and facilitation of 

training sessions for Project participants. and consultive services to integrate Project curricu!um . 
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C~rdiDating Entities 

OperatioJlS Management Team (OMD 

Secretary, Depanment of Corrections: 

. Division of Community Corrections: 

Division of Human Resources: 

Division of Correctional Industries: 

Division of Management and Budget: 

Division of Offender Programs: 

Division of Prisons: 

Directors of Corrections Educatiog 

Washington Corrections Center for Women: 

Twin Rivers Corrections Center: 

Employment Security Depan.""1nent 

Corrections Clearinghouse Director: 

Class I Igdustries 

Business: 

Location: 

Pannership Established: 

Initial Number Employed: 

Current Number Employed: 

?:rrent Company: 

------------------

Chase Riveland 

Dave Savage 

Jennie Adkins 

Janeen Wadswonh 

John King 

Ruben Cendeiio 

James Spalding 

Yoswa Gwalamubisi 

Jerry Haynes 

Doug Jacques 

Pamar Marketing 

WCCW, Gig Harbor 

August 1987 

5 

3 shifts. 30 people 

~ 11 Infosystems 
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Class I Industries Conti' 

Business: 

Location: 

Partn~rship Established: 

Initial Number Employed: 

. Current Number Employed: 

Business: 

Location: 

Partnership Established: 

Initial Number Employed: 

/[ Technical Advisory Group (TAG) ] 

Representatives from: 

Depanment of Corrections 

Machinists District Lodge #160 

PACCAR 

Division of Prisons 

Organized Labor 

Morse Construction 

Exmark Corporation 

TRCC, Monroe 

May 1988 

10 

10 to 70 

Pioneer Industries 

WCCW, Gig Harbor 

July 1990 

S to 10 

Edmonds Community College 

State Board Community & Technical Colleges 

Boeing 

Tacoma Community College 

Corrections Clearinghouse 

Antipodes "inc. 

• Assure validity of the Project being implemented and demonstrated. 

• Review Project deliverables. 

• Provide advice and assistance in the execuuon or the Project. 

• Participate in the retreat. 

• May make presentations or serve on panels in the training program. 

• Lend advice and assistance In [he deveiopment and execution or a plan to continue the 
demonsuauon Project . 
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PROJECT DESIGN 
. . . 

The Reintegration Project Design was based on the principal objectives set fonh in the grant 
proposal: 

1. To integrate academic and vocational education to prepare offenders for private sector 
jobs inside the prison and after release: and 

:. To demonstrate the integrated approach to correctional staff from other states .. 

: The ideal model for job preparedness training would necessarily retlect an emphasis on 
competencies identified in the .... Workforce 2000 repon by the Hudson Institute which rargets: . 

Basic Skills - reading, writing, arithmetic. and speaking and listening. 

Thinkin~ Skills - thinking creatively, making decisions solving, problems. seeing things in 
the minds ey~. knowing how to learn. and reasoning. 

Personal Qualities - indiVIdual responsibility, self-esteem. sociability! self management. 
and integrity. 

The Project Design and inmate r10w (Appendix D) provides a sequential strategy that incorporateS 

existing programs. services. and components that are unique to the Project. Given the array of 

services available at the demonstration sites (as the case would be at most major institutions) and the 

rlexibility or the Design, it would be fairly easy to adapt it within other correctional systems. 

As a model or integrated programmmg, the range or components include: 

,. Assessment 

-Case Management 

-Learning Plan (Programming) 
-Transition Plan 

-Traditional Education (ABE. GED) 

-Workplace Math. Reading and Writing 

-Employer Expectations/Woriq)iace Basics 

-Work 

-Integration Seminars 

-Pre-release PreparatIon 
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INTEGRATED SERVICE DELIVERY 

One of the foremost objectives of the" Reintegration Project was to unite components of the program 

into an integrated service delivery network. A number of the services used in the program are 

currently being delivered by institutional staff. community college instructors, Class I employers. 

: and community-based servke providers. In some cases the program content provi~ed by ~ifferent 

service providers is overlapping. For example existing academic. vocational, and life skills 

education courses are taught by community college contractors to instill values. and skills which can 

help individuals obtain/retain employment. At the same time, existing Class I jobs inside the 

prisons are a practical learning laboratory in which workers can apply the lessons learned in the 

academic setting to a real-world environment. 

Recognizing the value of repeated learning and the potential for duplication of curricular pieces 

within the scope of an individual plan. emphasis was placed upon certain RecUrrent Themes 

(Appendix E). Using these themes as focal points. participants are able to relate academic and 

workplace ieanling experiences to specific life issues. This concept lends an added dimension to the 

Project Design. 

The Reintegration Project has three significant attributes which support its integration objectives: 

1. 

.., ... 

.. 
.J. 

Its mission of preparing the offender tor" private sector employment is an objective which 
is commonly endorsed by each of the existing service providers: 

Its designation as the test vehicle for CMC (Case Management Classification), an 
interactive process which stresses program integration. enhances its visibility as an 
important experimental Project in the Department; and 

Its primary line staff. the Transition Managers, can serve as facilitators inside the prisons 
negotiating agreements between and among different programs. coordinating service 
delivery. and monitoring offender' s progre~5 . 
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The exact manner in which the Project's various services were integrated were different in eac~ 

the demonstration sites (Appendix fl. However, the employment readiness/enhancement and w •• 

study components served as the primary intersections in each facility for integration since these 

components are the theaters in which world-of.-work attitudes and habits are instilled and reinforced 

on a daily basis. 

• 

• 
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WORK READINESS CURRICULm! 

Once the overall direction of the Project was clarified, staff began networking inside and outside tr~ 

Depanment ~o identify curricula. course material. and educational aids aimed at instilling or 

fostering positive work attitudes and habits. This process included contacts with groups such as the 

. Northwest Curriculum Dev~lopmeht Center, The Association of Washington Businesses, Junior 

Achievement, Corrections Clearinghouse (CCH), Pioneer Human Services. and education and 

industry staff in the Depanment. The curriculum search identified a number of existing life skills 

and workplace readiness courses which covered topics relevant to the Reintegration Project. Among 

the most notable were: 

Business Week 

Job. Tec 

Workplace Readiness 

EPIC 

Targeted Life Skills 

A program sponsored by the Association of Washington Businesses 

which uses guest speakers, computers, simulations. and other .methods 

to address the role of ethics in typical business situations . 

A Program developed by the National Training Institute and adapted by 

CCH management model for juvenile offenders. 

An employment readiness curriculum developed by the Agency for 

Instructional Technology which focuses o~ problem solving, teamwork. 

and self-management. 

A pre-employment training program developed by Pierce College i~ 

consultation with WDOC correctional industry staff to prepare 

offenders for Class II jobs at McNeil Island Corrections Center. 

A comprehensive interpersonal and life skills curriculum covering 14 

areas germane to success inside the prison and after release. developed 

by WDOC and community college staff. 

Project staif reviewed these. and other materials. to identify potential topics to be included in the 

Reintegration Project and to determine whether specific curricula could be accessed and modified for 

Project use. 

Based largely upon the positive experience of Corrections Clearinghouse and the comprehensive 

nature of its content and application. the Job. Tee curriculum was selected as the basis for our 
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workplace readiness course. Its eleven "Indicators II (Appendix G) address competencies in: 

-Making Career Decisions 

-Using Labor Market Relations 

-Preparing Resumes 

-Completing Applications 

-Interviewing 

-Puncruality 

-Attendance 

-Positive Attitude and Behavior 

-Maintaining Personal Appearance 

-Good Interpersonal Relationships 

-Completing Tasks Effectively 

• 

Within the scope of the Job. Tee curriCUlum, materials were available to enhance the Employer 

Expectations. Employer Economics. and Workplace Basics offerings as outlined in our Project 

Design. Some lessons, video presentations. games. and activities were imponed from other soa 

and mixed in the classroom activities to enhance the learning experience. Several video tapes were 

available for use through the public and state library systems at no cost. 

The Job. Tec curriculum is copyrighted material that was well worth the dollar investment 

especially given the time frames in which the 'Project was designed and implemented. Other 

curricula pieces were developed by our Education Program Specialist for specific learning 

objectives. as were used in several of the Employer Economics classes. Job training programs 

were. also. helpful in providing non-copy righted resources f9r employment readiness training. 

In order to enhance the academic opponunities for Project enrollees and to strengthen workplace 

skills. education materials were identified to address Reading, Writing, and Math for Workplace 

Success. Classes were provided mid-point in the Project for selected panicipants taught by the 

community college at the respective demonstration sites. The textbooks were purchased through 

Paradigm Publishing International. • 
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• . RECRUITMENT/SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

The initial recruitment and enrollment of Project panicipants targeted offenders who met pre

determined eligibility criteria. The eligibility criteria (Appendix II) was established to assure that 

participants had the ability to complete the educational requirements, meet programming objectives. 

. . and would be released in ti,me for follow-up activities req~ired by, the. grant. 

In order to create interest in, the Project and clarify its objectives, institutional staff were used in the 

recruitment and selection process (Appendix I, 1.1, 1.2). A number of memos and t1iers were also 

develoPed as a means to enhance outreach (Appendix J, J.l, J.2,). 

The Project purposed to serve 35 men at Twin Rivers Corrections Center and 35 women at 

Washington Corrections Center for Women. respectively. The number of persons enrolled exceeded 

the goal at each demonstration site. largely because the Project became more flexible in delivering 

• program services. 

• 

That flexibility came about as a result of working with Education and Class I employers to provide a 

more work-ready pool of job applicants. For example at WCCW, Pioneer Industries (P.L) selected 

elemems of the Reintegration curriculum that they felt would improve workplace readiness and 

success. For inclusion in a pre-employment shon course. The Project responded by enrolling those 

on the newly established P.I. waiting list. delivering a shonened curriculum, doing one on one 

transition and pre-release counseling, and referring participants to appropriate institutional resources. 

Subsequently, the institution responded by requiring all P.I. prospects to go through the 

Reintegration class to qualify for employment at p.r. (Appendix K). ' 

At Twin Rivers Corrections Center. the second group of Reintegration participants (Appendix L) 

was comprised of "laid off' Exmark employees. The purpose of their programming was to raise the 

level or employability by increasing their skills in workplace math. reading, and writing . 
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Additionally, participants were involved in practicing social skills, gaining infonnation about tha 
learning styles, vocational aptitudes, strengths and weaknesses, and a module concerning ~e 

economic realities of the workplace. 

The WCCW group required minimum custody status, institutional eligibility for a Class I work 

. 'program, a release destination in the King County area (proximity to the P.I. manufacturing site), 

and a commitment to work for P.I. for 18 months. 

The Twin River's second group required a release date that would give time for full p~cipation in 

the Reintegration class, go through the busy season of Exmark employment, and retain eligibility for 

a six month work release placement. 

In shon. the eligibility criteria' and recruitment for participation in the Project was modified to 

accommodate the programming objectives within the scope of these initiatives. 
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TRANSITION PLANNING 

I Self-Assessments ·1 
. Offender assessments are usually educational or psychologically based and intended for use by 

correctional or treatment staff. Yet, being aware of one's personal values, interests, aptitudes,' 

preferred' learning style and personality, provided both the start of job readiness as well as an 

opportunity for Reintegration Project participants to see himself/herself differently. This type of 

self-assessment proved most effective. we believe, because the assessment tools are self-scored. 

The assessments described below required minimal time and cost, yet provided participants with a 

wide range of insights that were an excellent basis for transition planning. 

Values, Attitudes, and Behavior 

This component began by having participants identify what they value, e.g., honesty, fairness, etc: 

then rating the importance they place on those values (on a scale of lI~ow to lO/high; Appendix 

M). Next. participants rated the behavior that got them into prison. In almost all cases, 

participants supported values in the 8-10 range but behaved in the 1-3 range. The difference was 

attitude. Class discussions focused on how attitudes evolve and are changed. There were 

supplemental values exercises with a focus on employment. 

~ True Colors II 

True Colors The Show. developed by True Colors of California, is a user friendly version of a 

personality protile. Taking only about 5 minutes for participants to score. it identified four major 

personality groups or "colors." People were classified by their "color spectrum" from their 

• dominant color to their l.f.aSt color. Initial understanding took very little time. Within hours. 

participants gained a better understanding of their own personality style and that of others. 
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The obvious application for this module was in breaking down cultural differences, reducing 

conflict, and building team spirit. There were several "colorizing" exercises (1-4 hours) that b. 
on the strengths of each color and substantially enhanced the effectiveness of the exercise. The 

material can be easily related to the workplace. 

. ., Job Interests, Aptitudes and Abilities 

This segment used the COPSystem (by Edits of California), a job interest, aptitude, and values 

survey (Appendix N). Testing time is about 3V2-4 hours, including scoring. Test results lead to 

job clusters that appeared most suitable to the participants combination of scores. Identifying job 

options was done by cross referencing job clusters in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOTI. 

Occupational Outlook Handbook. and Guide for Occupational Exploration (all published by the U.S. 

Department of Labor). These materials are available on loan from each institution's Education 

Department or State Employment Security Department. These materials are available on loan from 

the institution. 

II Uaming Styles I • 
This component enabled participants to identify their preferred learning style, appreciate the learning 

styles of others and adapt their learning style to various work settings and situations. Teaching 

methods included interactive learning activities, videos, group discussion and some lecture. An 

excellent resource for understanding and Vi learning differences is "Adults Who Learn Differentlv 

(Learning Disabilities)" by S.E. Pues. 

Skill .Identification I 
Skills Identitication included listing of prior jobs and skills that the participant acquired in each job 

or educational experience. Also identitied were employment related strengths. e.g., punctual. quick 

learner. Considerable assistance was needed in this area since most workers have difficulty . • 
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identifying job skills that are transferable. The segment built on the COPSystem test results. At the 

cOnclusion of this segment, participants completed an appraisal of himselflherself from an 

employment perspective (Appendix 0)'. 

'I Ca.e Management II 

Adding transition planning' to case management with specific goals that are work and release related 

is made easier when the self-assessment piece is completed. The foundation for building an 

effective transition plan upon entry to the institution is the case management approach. The purpose 

of the case plan is to provide the Depanment and the offender with individualized strategies that 

address behavior, treatment. education. training, and work. This summary focuses on the elements 

of case management that relate to transition. (Appendix P) 

Counselor-Offender Interview 

The Case Management Classificatio.n (CMC) was utilized by the Transition Manager to initiate the 

case plan. The CMC is a structured, 45 minute to one hour interview initially designed to identify 

behavior types of offenders for purposes of classification and management. Since the interview 

question~ encompass education and work histories. as well as attitudes toward both, the CMC was 

easily adapted to institution programming and transition planning. In-depth questions related to 

employment were added by Project staff. 

Thr. product of the case planning. which takes about two hours. was an Individual Development Plan 

(lDP) for each offender (Appendix Q). Education and treatment plans were tied to employment 

goals and aimed at upgrading work readiness. Academic activities included life skills. GED 

~eadiness and testing, post-high school classes. and vocational training. Treatme~t included 

chemical dependency intervention and anger/stress management classes. The Transition Manager 

and the participant worked together to assign priorities to identitied needs and develop an 

implementation plan based on incarceration time to be served . 
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Several subsequent one on one ~terviews were scheduled with participants (depending on need) as 

well as casual contacts made which were productive in directing activities, answering questionsed 

encouraging positive behavior. ·Feedback from the participants indicated that having a connection to 

people who cared made an enormous impact on their attitude and behavior. 

Individual Development Plan (IDP) 

. The IDP evolved from the CMC and the participants completion of the self-assessment component. 

All program offerings of the institution. e.g., treatment, education. training, employment, etc. had 

the potential to contribute to a viable plan. Goals were related to behavior. education, training, 

work, or combinations of issues. Appendix R provides a Individual Development Plan Summary. 

Because of the level of detail in the pian and emphasis on transition, the participant's focus on 

release planning was emphasized early on. 

The IDP also provided an ongoing reminder of specific actions the participant had to prepare for 

release. e.g., writing to confirm status of drivers license, contacting prior employers, or contac. 

community based organizations for supportive services. The complimentary side of the IDP was the 

equal focus on the participant's time inside the institution. Each goal was considered to be a 

contributor to successful transition. either in the area of employment, or non-criminal behavior. 

Except for coun requirements. participants developed and initiated the goals. The Transition 

Manager's role was primarily one of assistance. e.g., providing resource information as well as 

suppon and encouragement. 

Release planning for Project participants was not done in isolation. Along with the Transition 

Manager. Unit Classitication Counselors were and ~ an integral pan of programming and release 

planning. 

• 
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- With the participant's self-assessment of values, interest, aptitudes, personality profile, preferred 

• leMning style and job skills, most develoPed some realistic options for a release plan. The 

participant needed to "own" the plan. The Transition Managers' role was to assist the participant in 

clarifying goals and identifying action-steps toward their achievements. (Appendix S, S.1) 

• 

As the IDP illustrates release goals encompassed employment, housing, legal financial obligations . 

. work release application (if appropriate), substance abuse, after-care. and transportation. Although 

some of the preliminary release plans were a little sketchy, simply raising the questions by subject. 

and listing needed actions. was effective to begin the emphasis on transition. 

~ Progi'amming I 
The majority of otTenders are released with limited skills and resources to assist in transition. Yet 

the education. employment, and treatment alternatives available in a prison can be integrated with 

post-release goals to facilitate preparing inmates for job success in and out of prison. (Appendix TI 

~ Treatment Programs ] 

Assessed or court ordered treatment needs. such as chemical dependency or anger/stress 

management were emphasized in the IDP. If treatment needs go unattended, employability is 

seriously impacted. The Transition Manager's role at .this point was to assist th~ participant in' 

enrolling or applying for the appropriate treatment program. As a means to assist the demonstration 

of the Project. an agreement was reached early on by the agency (at the Project Retreat) to give 

priority enrollments to Reintegration Project participants in treatment. education, and work 

programs. 
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! Education] • Education plans were tied to employment goals and aimed at upgrading work readiness. Often. 

offenders more or less randomly apply for classes. Planning for the future was a concept reinf9rced 

through appropriate selection or education classes. Academic activities included GEl) readiness and 

, testing, post-high school classes, and vocational training. 

I Employment Readiness II 

Offered in comb.'nation with educauon. vocational training and in some cases work, employment 

readiness is the link-pin between the other components. Called IIEmployer Expectations, II this was a 

pre-employmentJwork maturity series of group activities. Approximately 40 hours in length, this 

component allowed participants to learn and practice job acquisition and retention skills. Instruction 

was based on the National Corrective Training Institute JOB. TEC Curriculum. Appendix U 

provides an overview of the course competencies and the course outline. Completion of this 

component prior to. or during in~tirutional employment, allowed immediate application and 

reinforcement. 

The second pan of the work readiness component is titled IIWorkplace Basics ll (Appendix V). 

Designed for this project. this component included sections often overlOOKed. but essential in 
.. 

preparing participants to successfully stay employed. Employer economics. workplace cultures, 

• 

supervision styles. and progressive discipline were covered. Topics are taught in a manner that 

allowed the information to be applied to institution jobs and eventually post-release employment. 

Material was always linked to the transition plan and adapted to the individual's job goal. 

Institution Employment 

For this program. the goal was free ventureiprivate sector employment (Class 1) while inside the 

institution. Even, though in most cases that empioyment did not relate direct1:x: to the PartiCiPan~ 
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• 

employment goal, the experience became a learning lab for work behaviors and applying what has 

b~n learned in the pieceding Employer Expectations component. Equally important was an 

opportunity to earn money that could be saved until release for a smoother transition or used to pay 

fines or debts. In the Project free venture jobs were available for women in telemarketing, 

industrial sewing, and manufacturing. For men employment was in packaging and product 

assembly. 

[Integra~iOD Seminars 

To ensure that all programming, especially employment. was transferred to post-release, 

Reintegration seminars were schedule.d. Two types of seminars were offered; a) those tilat focused 

on job related interpersonal skills such as teamwork. co-worker relations, communication, and b) 

those that taught generic technical skills. e.g., first aid. computer literacy j and blueprint reading. 

Appendix W provides a complete list of Integration Seminars. A sample seminar outline is shown 

on Appendix W.1. The seminars also taught participants to transfer and adapt their skills from 

priCir jobs (institution and outside) to their post-release employment goal. 

II Pro.Release ] 

. .-
Sixty to ninety days prior to release. participants typically displayed a surge of interest in release 

plans. This component capitl\.\ized on that interest by providing a combination of group and 

individual activities that "wrapped up" all preceding transition planning, tinalized release plans and 

linked participants with community resources. Appendix X provides a course outline. 

Pre-Employment Review 

The purpose of this component was to provide participants an opportunity to review what they have 

learned about themselves [0 date. update their resumes (Appendix Y) and applications to include 

• skills develo~..d through free venture employment and related studies. finalize their job search action 
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plans, and practice job interviewing skills learned in an earlier project module. Much of the review' 

was done via fonnal and informal contacts with participants, providing information and • encouragement to follow through with plans. 

It is also at this point that participants were linked with the Employment Security Depanment . 

(ESD), specifically Corrections Clearinghouse (CCH), a branch of ESD. that provides employment 

.. services to offenders. Services include: referrals to a CCH network of Community Based 

Organizations (CEO) that specialize in offender job placement; certification ·for Targeted Jobs Tax 
. . . . 

Credits; registration in the ESD job bank system; referrals (on the day of release) for up to three 

current job openings related to their employment goal; and if needed support services up to one 

hundred dollars ($100.00), including transportation. work clothes, tools, etc. 

CCH Services were arranged through an ir.reragency contraCt (Appendix Z) that includes all of the 

described services as well as a 'CCH staff liaison assigned to work specifically with the 

Reintegration Project. A standardized referral fonn (Appendix AA) expedites delivery of CCH 

services. • 

• 
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• FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

From the beginning of this Project it was expected that the findings and outcomes would be 

" , important to the continuation or replication of the integrated programming design and strategy in 

• 

• 

" 

whole or in part. To that end. a Formative Evaluation Findings Report 'Y.as completed by the 

Criminal Justice ASSOCIates (CJA) in April. 1992 with the purpose of meeting that need, and that 

report is attached. 

A Formal Evaluation of this Project is currently being conducted by APT Associates Inc., 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. The results will be submitted to the U.S. Department of Education 

upon its completicn . 

Other effortS to evaluate and summarize the process and outcomes of ~e Project include a surveyor 

stakehold~rs and Project participants. A sampling of panicipant characteristics is in Appendix BB 

and BB.1. 
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~ ~orma~ve Evaluation Fmdings • Criminal Justice Associates conducted a formative evaluation of the Washington'ReintegrAtion 

Project from January through June 1992. This was accomplished through regular telephone cqntact 

with Project staff. two site visits. and the reading of logs maintained by Project staff. The key 

tindings of the formative evaluation are summ3rlzed below. 

1) The Retreat 

The retreat facilitated by Criminal Justice Associates at the beginning of the Project was useful in 

that: (A) commitment of the Depanment's top management was clearly demonstrated through their 

mtendance and their verbal endorsement of the Project. and (B) the Project's stakeholders were 

given an opportUnity to contribute to its design. If a retreat is held, however. it is important that 

contact be maintained with stakeholders afterward to keep them apprised of Project progress. Also. 

occasional communication from top management to the institutionsldiv!sions will help to keep the 

sense of priorities fresh. 

It is recommended that a follow-up retreat exclusively for institutional staff be held at the host • 

facility. This retreat should have the same format as the initial retreat. The objective should be to 

foster institutional staff s understanding of and involvement in the Project. 

::!) Project Staffing! Management 

Project location in the Depanmem - preferably, the Project should be located in a division of the 

Depattment that is neutral with respect to custody and institutional management issues and that has 

responsibility for the range of acuvities (education. treatment. work) incorporated in the Project. 

The Division of Offender Programs (DOOP) is the Division most nearly meeting those conditions in 

Washington. 

• 
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Project Director - should have Project management experience, familiarity with meeting deadlines 

and managing grants; should have a background in corrections, employment, education (at least two 

of the three). 

Transition Manager - should have good interpersonal skills and a background in corrections. 

employment, or education (at least two of the three). It is very imponant that this person be 

physically located "on site,." An advantage of drawing the transition manager from the host 

institution's staffis that he/she knows how the "system" works and knows and is known by the 

people in the institution; a disadvantage is that he/she may be perceived by the Project participants 

as just another "cop." 

Education Specialist - should be hired or contracted early in the Project. 

Advisory committees - nice to have but not critical; input and involvement ~ be achieved as 

effectively through stakeholder work . 

3) Site Characteristics 

Preferably, the pilot Project should be initiated at only one institution; if more than one institution is 

involved. the facilities hosting the pilot Projects should be near each other. Although not critical. it 

will be helpful if the institution is relatively small and located in proximity to an urban area. The 

population served by the Project should be housed and receive program services at the same site. 

The Project is complicated enough without introducing transponation/iogistics issues associated with 

satellite facilities. An institution having a high inmate turnover rate is preferred to one with a low 

rate because this will ease program access for Project participants. The institution should have: (A) 

~ucationitraining programs. (B) Class 1 (private sector) jobs with some slots open to shon-tenners. 

(C) more than one private sector employer to avoid having to depend completely on one provider. 

(D) Class 2 (traditional prison industries) jobs if the availability of Class 1 jobs are limited. and eE) 

a case management system in place to make the implementation of Individual Development Plans 

(IDPs) easier. Because it is likely that program slots will be limited. the Transition Manager may 

have to negotiate well in advance for participants' admittance to programs . 
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4) Staff Activities: Proiect Initiation 

The most important initial activity of the Project Director and Transition Manager(s) is to netw. 

with internal and external stakeholders on a regular and ongoing basis to answer their questions, ' 

address their concerns. assess ,their interest in and expectations of the Project, and be aware when 

interest shifts are occurring. An etIon should be made to identify what the Project IIdoes ll for the 

stakeholder, i.e., what's in it for them. Through tlyers, notices. verbal presentations, etc. it is 

.' important at both Central Office and institutional levels to demonstrate and "concertize" Project 

. . progress whenever possible. 

Stakeholder concerns to be aware of: Correctional officers' concern that Project inmates may be 

treated differently than other inmates: classification counselors' concerns about "turtingll confusion 

vis-a-vis the Transition Manager: community college staffs' concern about what changes they will 

have to undergo, what input they will have. Education's buy-in may be encouraged if some Project 

dollars are made available to help with some of the staffing or other needs created by the Project. 

In general. the Project has broad implications for institutional change. ,It forces a IIsystemll 

perspective on inmate programmmg, and to succeed requires extensive cooperation and information 

t10w across traditional instirutional boundaries. • 

If the Transition Manager comes from outside the host institution. he or she must make a special 

effon to establish acceptance and value with institutional staff. One way to do this is to provide 

assistance in matters not directly reiated to the Project where the Transition Manager has particular . , , 

expertise. e.g., by serving as an institutional representative on committees or by assisting in 

resource development. However. the Transition Manager must be careful not to become so 

involved in institutional matters that Project-related tasks are neglected. Frequent meetings of 

Project staif are imponant to cc=:::>are experiences and to provide suppon in what is to be difficult 

and often isolated work. 

5) Staff Activities: Project Desi~n 

If at all possible. staff shouid aVOId creating Drientation. education. transition. and other programs 

"de-novo" for this Project. Staff shouid make an etTon to identify programs that are already 

.lvailable within the correctional s~·stem. To identify programs. it is best to meet with program • 
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providers or developers and observe programs in operation. Simply reading program descriptions is 

• not likely to'be sufficient because they are apt to be incomplete andlor inaccurate. To facilitate the 

program identification process, a workshop at which program providers are asked to describe their 

programs might be held. If programs are imported, be aware of copyrights and high user fees. 

Before beginning the program identification process, staff will find it helpful to learn the education 

and employment jargon that providers use. 

• 

• 

If possible, avoid programs that use straight lecturing. Programs that require student involvement "t.. . . . 
and participation are preferred. Inmates. perhaps more than others, often dislike the traditional 

school experience. 

6) Project Admission/Initiation 

Inmates admitted to the Project may come from two basic sources: (A) Inmates currently in the 

host institution and presumably. already enrolled in various programs. and (B) Inmates elsewhere in 

the system (other institutions. reception units. camps, etc.). Delays staning programs andlor getting 

Project participants admitted to programs are inevitable. but their impact will be less serious for 

inmates already involved in institutional activities than it will be for those brought into an institution 

specifically for the Project and who may have no immediate alternati¥es if there are delays. It 

-~llows that if inmates are to be admitted to the Project from outside the host institution, it is critical 

that they not be admitted until full program is available. Over time, as the supply (If eligible 

inmates in the institution decreases it is likely that an increasing number of Project p.t~rticipan·~ will 

have to be admitted from outside the host institution. 

Do not depend on classification counselors to identify Project candidates. Their already busy 

schedules make full attention to this important function unlikely. They may be able to do a rough 

screening, but the detailed screening should be done by the Transition Manager who then should 

keep the counselors informed about the results. Assessment tools for screening out individuals with 

Jeeply imbedded anti-social personalities and identifying those most likely to benerit from 

;>anicioation in the Project should be employed . 

. . 
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A defining characteristic of this Project is that it has a dual track. While the emphasis is on 

Individual Development Plans, much of the Project will have to be delivered in a group setting fe 
efficiency and economy. Thus, the IDP process should occur as soon as possible so that participants 

can individually begin to apply group-learned information and not get caught up in "group thinking," 

Le., start to believe that all participants receive the same sequence of programming, have' equal 

access to programs, etc. The need to deliver Project curricula in a group setting will put some 

.. limits on IQ and reading comprehension levels. 

The Project description made available to inmates should stress outcomes. It should describe the 

Project's content only to the extent one can be certain that what is described will in fact be 

delivered. Promises that cannot be kept should not be made. The result, othenvise. will be 

unhappy inmates and possible grievances. 

It is important that the Project not be misinterpreted by ~e participants as an entitlement program 

guaranteeing them a job or Special access to other programs. The program must clear.1y and 

uniformly be perceived and thus presented as one that places expectations directly on the participant 

while providing the suppon needed to meet those expectations. • 

II Additional Comments ] 

The CJA formative evaluation cited a number of important findings from the early months of 

program service delivery. The experiences in the months following and to date have given rise to 

other issues and recommendations which may be of value to those who would consider replicating, 

evaluating, or enhancing integrated programming. These are based upon the experience of Project 

staff. input from the evaluation surveys. and inrormal discussions with stakeholders at all levels. 

They regard: 

Project Implementation 

Recommendations: 

• The input and guidance or a T cchnicai Advisory Group comprised of business. industry, and 

education entities is important to establish meaningful workplace related goals. • 
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• The support of the Operations Manal:ement Team which consisted of DOC Division Directors 

• 'which provided the capacity to affect policy and operational issues. An important "leverage" to 

overcome internal barriers. 

• 

• A Case Management Team or a clearly identified cas(\ managemeru strategy (or both) can avoid 

over- or under-supervised case plans. Mapping out thl~ responsibilities of key players in the 

panicipant planning process is important early on. 

, • Project consultants were critical to identifying barriers and developing strategies t<;> overc,ome 

them. They also provided insight to resources so that we avoided "reInventing the wheel." Any, 

program endeavor should consult with those who have underl:one the process in order to more 

effectively develop their program. It is also helpful when the need for technical reports arises to 

have samples of work that can provide phraseology, outlines, ana content description. 

Developing Criteria For Panicipant Selection 

Recommendations: 

• Review several tests and assessments for academic/vocational components prior to start up. 

• Finalize a life skills assessment process prior to start up . 

• Firialize case management/Individual Development Plan process prior to start up. 

Restructure Education/Vocational Education Program~ 

Recommendations: 

• Solicit and use input from advisory groups institutional industry, education. and inmates. 

• Locate QI develop technical and workplace adaptive skills curriculum. 

• Build in feedback/monitoring loops for course corrections, e.g., ABE needs show up in vocational 

education or work program. 

• Include educators in Individual Development Plans. 

• Incorporate workplace materialsiexercises into academic classes. 

• Incorporate workplace maturityibehavior into vocational classes (Include job seeking/job retention 

component). 

• Incorporate workplace readiness into educational offerings. 

• Standardize and emphasize employment component of pre-release. 

• • Design performance evaluation and program feedback loop. 
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Implementation of a Life ~ki11s Traininl: Program 

. Recommendations: 

• Utilize existing programs e.g., anger/stress management, coping skills, parenting. 

• Use outside expertise. A number of community based organizations can provide information. 

. expertise. and· referrals at no cost to applicants. 

• Consider contracting for instruction on new and ind.ividualized topics . 

. ' • Use seminars to overlap life skills, education, stress/anger, work programs, etc. to show 

connections. ~eminars may address job content skills, transferrable skills. or self management 

skills. 

Chemical Dependance Intervention 

Recommendations: 

• Chemically despondent get treatment as pre-requisites to special programming. 

• Project participants provided aftercare groups. 

• Random drug testing for Class I employers. 

Educational Prol:ramminl: 

Recommendations: 
• Participants attend vocational courses redesigned to incorporate relevant basic education material. 

• Participants attend new courses in workplace adaptive skills, industri'al safety, and workplace 

basics. 

• Emphasis on behavioral and attendance requirements. 

Entry into Labor Pool for Work Pro~rams 

Recommendations: 

• Participants compete for openings, stan at entry level. 

• Additional skills training (like seminars, can be used for preparation for 

promotions/ advancemen [5. 

8 Regular evaluations to 'inmate on individual performance. 

II Evaluation materials fed back to vocational/education instructors for course modifications. 
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• 
TJjUlsition/PJacement 

Recommendations: 

• Conduct forums or workshops to provide information and contact with service providers for 

housing, continuing education. apprenticeship programs, DOC work release/community 

supervision, employment. training, or other relevant topics . 

• Outplacement counseling, release planning, and identifying basic needs should be coordinated by 

case manager. Many of these steps occur at unplanned intervals with little concurrence Of ~ 

r~ference with others who have input. 

• A case management contact with community corrections should occur prior to release. In cases 

where electronic information transfer is possible, it should happen. 

• Equipping participants with the addresses of service providers will encourage early contacts to 

assist the successful transition. 

e Efforts to provide letters of advocacyisuppon are meaningful (Appendix CO where appropriate. 

• In Washington State, the Employment Security Department provides an Electronic Bulletin board 

service at no cost to subscribers. which provides up to date labor market information. A vast 

amount of data regarding demand and diminished demand occupations. geographic area 

• employment rates , and employment sector evaluations. This can be a valuable tool in the 

development of training programs as well as targeting prospective employment. 

I. 

• Improve institutional relationships with Social and Health Services. Many inmates rely upon these 

services as a means of transition. 

• DOC should petition for a seat on the State Job Training Coordinating Council to have input and 

influence the targeting of Job Training Partnersh~p Act (JTPA) dollars. Such a council is in everY 

state by mandate of federal law. 

• When possible. utilize community sponsors to assist inmate transition. 

• Update and keep resource information current to assist transition. 
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~rticipant's Evaluation 

What parts of the Reintegration Project did you like best? 

"Group panicipation." 

. "Finding skills that I didn't even know I had. " 

"Learning how to communicate with others and accept criticism." 

"Teaching style." 

"Finding the results "of the Caps. Cops. Copes test." 

"The genuine care and concern of the instructor. " 

• 

For future changes(s) in the program. what would you suggest needs to be changed, added, 

and! or deleted? 

"More time for role play" 

"Less paper hand-outs!" • 

"I would like to see some of the "graduates" working in the program such as clerical support staff." 

"More practice interviews." 

"I would like a longer ongoing program." 

What change(s), if any, did the skills you learned in the program make in your life? 

"I have more faith and contidence in me." 

"They taught me to solve a lot of problems and to prevent the ones in the near future." 

"I learned how to handle arguments and uncomfonable situations much better." 

"I feel much more conti dent about tinding and securing a job." 

"More skills on how to get a job." 

"1 have changed my opinions and aItltudes on many things." 

·'\.iore positive seif-esteem." 

"How to make my goal come true when I get out." 

"I've changed my attitude habits and become more aware." 
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Would you recommend th~ Project to others? Why or why not? 

"Yes, it gives emphasis to what employers expect and look for in applicants." 

"I strongly recommend this Project to others. " 

"Yes! For a refresher in job/communication's skills. II 

"I think anyone could benetit from this program. II 

. "Yes - it helps with transition. " 

"You can better yourself if you make the eifon as I did." 

~takebOlder'S Evaluation 
iJ 

What was your understanding of the original goals of the Reintegration Project? 

"To create a work readiness/job skills program within the Education Departme~t that would suppon 

Correctional Industries by providing them with better trained/skilled workers." 

• "To address "system issues" that have been barriers to offenders' preparedness for reintegration into 

• 

the community. It 

"To increase their chances of getting and keeping a job in prison when and where jobs were 

available. " 

"To help offenders develop job skills to assist in re-entering the workforce and not re-offending." 

"~ assumed they were to more systematically combine education, work readiness. pre-released work 
, 

. programs for inmates. " 

"My original impression was that we were going to be reworking the TIE project." 

"A structure for offenders to become more work ready. " 

"To develop community re-entry skills." 
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To what degree do you feel the goals of the Project were met? 

"The infonnation was clear and available. Individuals had the opportunity to learn. " 
"Not sure _ I felt that many inmates only wanted to work not to participate in other programs." 

"I participated in the education component of the project, and I felt it met 80% of the goal." 

"Feel Reintegration Project met 90% of the goals. More time is definitely needed." 

.. "100%." 

• 

If the Reintegration Project continues at your facility, what. cbanges would you recommend be 

made to make the Reintegration Project more effective? 

"It needs to be institutionalized within the existing system." 

"Have all involved in designing and exec!.lting m'td on a regular basis." 

"~aybe it could be aimed at less su::cessful students." 

"Involve a group program of self.'~e$teem with a mental health professional. " 

"It needs to be more integrated into the o~her TRCC programs." 

"My recommendation would be that the education depanment and the industry work together to • 

form a combined program for the inmates." 

"I would recommend that there be a strong E:1k between the education and the professional technical 

advisory committee." 

"More emphasis on placement in jobs in the community." 

"If at all possible. employment in Class I industries." 

What did you feel were the strengths of the Project? 

"Strengths of the project are skilled and dedicated staff." 

"opponunity for group learning and sharing.'< 

"There was a community spirit with the guys doing several things together. including the pre-

classroom assessments." 

"Open and clear directions." 

"Motivated suif who took an interest in programs and inmates." 
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"Linking the classified counselors, education sta...+r. and the inmates in achieving a common goal for 

• the inmateS. " 

• 

• 

"How information was integrated and how a common goal was developed for inmates/students." 

"The work maturity component. " 

"Focus on job keeping skills." 

"Attempting to do something that had not been done before." 

Weaknesses? 

"Weaknesses of the project were a slow stan due to some erroneous assumptions about where the 

program could be located." 

"~eeds more "staying" power as a project." 

"The guys still felt some promises weren't kept." 

"More work on individuals self-esteem. Problem solving." 

"Program too shon. focused only on inmates 2 yrs or less to release." 

"We should discuss the goals with the inmates shonly aiter they arrive at the institution and not 

when they are about to leave the institution. " 

"Getting all the information we needed to work effectively. " 

"Employment opporrunities." 

"Sot enough funding to do system wide." 

What do you feel is the value of this Project to the -Department of Corrections (DOC)? 

"New curriculum materials were developed." 

"Tremendous. If it succeeds. it will reciuce recidivism. boost morale for inmates and staff." 

"The work preparation incentive got them off the unit to program and do more than sleep and watch 

TV." 

"Less return to crime." 

"Money. soff. coordination of programs. " 
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"Inmates have a better chance of COPlo.,: with their lives in the "outside world"." 

"By implementing the goals of the Project~ I believe the system could work to its maximum 

potential. " 

"Will reduce recidivism." 

"Coordinating and strengthening effons at decreasing recidivism." 

. 'What Project outcomes would you like the Project to measure or research? 

"I would like to know how the men did when released." 

"Skills testing." 

"~umber of inmates who completed institution programs employment record with industries at 

institution. " 
"The type of jobs the inmates get and their successes at them and the percentage of re-offenders. " 

"I think we need to determine recidivi:sm rates among inmates/students." 

"The number of these offenders that get and keep jobs in the community" upon release." 

"Employment history. " 

What role do you feel the Reintegration Project has in case management classification? 

"Directly related. " 

"Large. Work toward the plan of offenders reintegrating into socie:y." 

"Need to be tied into the overall" dassitication - case management process"." 

"Not familiar with case management classification. " 

"Reintegration is the only form of case management that education has seen at TReC." 

"Clearer focus on individual goals." 
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DISSEl\1INATION TO OTHER STATES 

11 CoDi.renee Presentations J 
In aadition to deveioping a model that is transferaole· to other states. presentations were made by 

Project staff at regionai and nationai education and correctional conferences. 

Conference presentations inciuded: 

-Project background and overview 
-Kational for Project goals (SCANS Reoon r'or America ':000)* 
-:<.ecurrent themes'" 
-Component of an integratea program 
-integration objectives 
-Project design" 
-Case management plan sumi71ary-
-Example or' traditional vs. workplace educatIon 
-Certifying Job competencies 
-rntegration semmar exampies'" 
-Reading, Writing. and Math for Workpiace Success" 
-Discussion/Quesoons and Answers 

Handouts were provided for ail key suoject areas (Appendix DD) -,\lready included in Appendices. 

Conferences were attendeo by correctional aaministratc:,:. program managers. education directors. 

;ea.chers . ..:ommunity based servIce providers. JIlO otners who had an interest in integrated 

;orrecoonal programming and offender transItion. 

~I=======================~ i Technical Assistance " 

I , 

Tecr - :ai J.ssistance \vas avaiiabie to states interested in repiicating the Washington model (in whoie 

~'r in pan) l"r enhancmg/integratIng eXisting programs. [n addition to intre ..:ucing our Project 

:)esl!;n :lna : ;';1oiemenmuon ~tr.ltegy, :ecnnica.! aSSistance consISted of: 

• • Asslstmg mes to lLlentlTY ano rm,ontlze the taSKS :;t!eQeQ to repiicme the t!ducational and tr.tining 
;Jrogram: 
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• Conducting workshops for institutional staff to facilitate the implementation of changes needed to 
replicate the educational aud training program: 

• Hel~ng Sites· detennine the revisions in institutional procedures needed to support a replication • 
the educauonal and training program: and 

" Speaking before groups about WDDe's experience designing and operating the'demonstration .. 

program. 

Specific issues which were aadressed through technical assistance included: 

.! Administration and Staffing 

Where should the project be nousea': 
What are appropnate r'unc:lons ana aeslrea characterisucs/background of staif? 

,/Stakehoider management 

Who are they and wnat are their concerns! 

.IHow to assess Private Sector ?nson Inaustnes (PSPl) for inclusion in the Project. 

\ly'ho do they hire traditionaJiy? 
'Nhat is the outlook for future emoloyment'! 
Are they committed to tne proJect's philosopny'? 

.IHow and when to develop worKplace specuic training for Private Sector Prison Industry. 

Is specific training necessarv? 
Who shouid provide the trammg; coucauon staif. industry staIT? 

.IHow do you proceea if there is no Private Sector Prison Industry at an institution. 

What alternatives :ire avaiiable'? 
20w can you prOVIde real \vorid worK exoenence without PSPI? 

/How do you mte~r.lte wonmlace reaOlness tr.umng "vah traditional education. 

What are ~:1e essenu:ll ~omoonems ' ... \.'orkOlace :-eaainess training:! 
What aDout cost. :eievance. -.:ontractUal ;ma accreaitation requirements. FTEs. etC. '! 

.,tHow do you identify. J.ssess . ..:ind seiect project oanicipants. 

::'staoiishmg :lUmISSlOn ~:-:ter.3. :'or '.l:nom IS this or0.1ect :-:lost reievant? 
'Neeaing cut severe ~U-'1OClalS 
',vhere can you get !;OOO re!::!rr.us! 

-~ 

• 

• 



-

• 

I-

./What should be communicated to potential project participants? 

Outcomes and expectations 
Roles and responsibilities 

.tHow to incorporate transition planning, case management. and assessment into your system. 

Who will be responsible for individual needs assessment! What assessment tools shouid be usea ~ 
How should test resuits be used and to whom shouid they be communicated? 
Who Wlil negotiate and monitor individuai case pians'? , 
What impact will intensified case management have on existing operating budgets? 
Will staff need to be trained? 

"Sites " 
! 

Conference presentations and techmcai aSSIstanCe visits were conducted as follows: 

eAmerican Correctional Association Summer Conference 
San Antonio. Texas 
.4.ugust 2-6. 1992 

-CorrectIonal Education ASSOCIatIOn Conference 
Coeur d' Alene. Idaho 
October :;5-28. 1992 

-Correctional Program Manager Conference 
cllensourg, Washington 
October 27-29. 1992 

-Washington CorrectIonal Education .4.SSOCIatIOn Annual Conference 
Lynnwooa. Washington 
- b 11 !... 1 '~93 t'e ruary -1 .... :7 

.CorrectIonal Education Leadership Forum 
3altimore. ~,1aryland 
\.tarcn :3-30. 1993 

.Correctlonai EducatIon ClJnierence 
~egion 8 (Aiabama. :=!onda. Gt!orgla. ~lisSISSIPPl. :--10rtn Caroiina. South C.l';·oiina. 

'-:-cnnessee. Puerto Rico I 
:.:harione. ~orth C.JIolina 
\onl 13-: 1. : 993 

Dc:orreCtIonai Education,' erence 
:~eglOn -+ dowa .. \1innesol.J. ... lIssoun. ~ebrasi\a. :~ortn Dakota. South Dakota. Saskatchewan . 
. \lamtobal 
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Sioux Falls. South Dakota 
April.27-30. 1993 

-Technical Assistance Visit 
Elk Grove Adult Education Schooi District 
Sacramento. California 
June :!0-27. :993 

• International Correctional Educauon Annual C(,l1rerence 
Chicago. Illinois 
July 11-:~. 1993 

.Correctional Education Conference 
Region 9 (Coloraao. ,,Kansas . .'Jew ~leXICO. L.·rah. Wyoming) 

Hays. ,Kansas 
S ~ ... "'9 '093 eptemoer _, -_ . 1" 

.Correcuonai Educ ... ;tion Conference 
Region 6 !Idaho. Washington. Oregon. ),Iontana. Alaska. Albena. British Columbia. 
The Northwest Temtory. ana the Yukon) 
Whistler. British Columbia. Cmaaa 
October 3-6. 1993 

• Reinvenung Correcuons Cunr'erence 
Criminallustice Training Cl!nter 
SeaTac. Washington 
:-.lovember 8-9. 1993 

oTechnical Assistance Visit 
Kansas Department of CorrectIons 
Topeka . .Kansas 
~ovemoer : 6. :993 

-. , .. 

• 

• 

• 
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CONCLUSION 

The development and implementation of the Integrated Approach to Education, Work. and Offender 

Reintegration Demonstration Project yieided substantial gains for Washington State Depanment of 

Corrections. Some of the measurable outcomes resulting from the accompiishment of the Project's 

objectives regard: 

1. Panicipants - One hundr~ twenty three inmates receiVed Reintegration Project services ranging' 

from a minimal level of invoivement to a full scope of case management programming. Those 

services included assessments. ',vork programs. specialized curriculum. transition assistance. ::.na 

advocacy. 

A participant follow-up conaucted in October showed that of the 46 participants released to the 

community or to Work Tr.uning Release. :9 were working, 2 were in educational or vocationai 

education programs. 13 unknown. and : unemployed. ~any of the empioyment placements can 

be directly linked to panicipation In the Project. Consider, also. that the impact of the 

Reintegration Project far exceeds the issue or' job placement. Increased basic skills. self esteem. 

job retention skills. and access to community service providers are all critical to successful 

transition. These and other life skill enhancements are difficult to measure. but the testimony of 

many or' the participants substanuates that the Project had a positive inr1uence in these areas. 

.. Demonstr.mon Sites - Both cemonsrrauon sItes beneritted from the invoivement of Project staif ::1 
. case management. resource deveiopment. and information sharing. (Appendix EE. EE.l) 

.-\s a means to ennance t!1e relatlonsnip or the instItutions to community service providers. 

:-epresenr.auves from various agencles were InVIted by P~oject staff :0 parncipaLe in workshops. 

~emInars . .md· forums In [he Insmutlons . 
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Additionally, Project Transition Managers served on institutio.nai committees, participated in 

classification reviews, employment screenings, industry recruitment, and other important 

functions to improve linkages and create an environment conducive to creativity and tearnwor. 

(Appendix fF) 

.:. -:-he Department - The Department as a whoie continues to benerit from the opporrunity to 

explore methods of integranng offencer programs. 

Other by-products of the demonstration Project include an expanded network of service 

providers. the development or' pre-empioyment curriculum which can and will be used to 

strengthen work programs. :nsights into case management. and communication bridges with orner 

states enceavo.ring to impiement Integratea correctionai programs. 

It is anticipated that the dissemmation of ~.!1e rinal Technical Report will greatly assist the 

Department and its Divisions in evaiuating their effectiveness in m~ting the challenges of the 

~·uture. Issues or expanding pnson populations. collaboration with community services, private 

sector employer involvement. Jlld assisting offenaers in preparing for a more demanding labo. 

:narket all speak to the importance of effective program strategies. 

The development of the Reintegrauon Project resulted in r1exible program options that enable the 

:Jepartment to "reload" rather than n:-ebuiid" :0 meet changing needs. 
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Appendix A 
A SCANS REPORT FOR AMERICA 2000 

[HE SECRETARY'S COMMISSION ON ACHIEVING NECESSARY SKILLS 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

JlTNE 1991 

: . ....,. ..... eS identified by SCANS is :nade up of five' competencies and a three-pan foundation or' 
1 lie aotlt al uaj" h 'ed" 'd . b' Th' I ' 
kill 

. ...l .cfson a lUes t at are r .'eo tor SOlI JO oertormance. ese mc ude: " 
5 S anL,; . , " 

COMPE'" ~":''lCIES - effective worKers can productively use: 

• R~ yrces - allocatlng tIme. ::loney. :natenals. space. and staff: 

• In . personal Skills - working on teams. teaching others. serving customers. leading 
iie~: .ating, and working well with peopie from culturally diverse backgrounds: 

II Info" JDatio~ - acquiring ano evaluating dara. or~~izing ~d maintaining riles. interpreting ana 
.umcaong, and usmg comouters to orocess mrormanon: corr' " 

• Svst!"DS und~rstanding s~i~ .. or~anizati~nal. ~d technological systems. monitoring and 
c~rr- .ung l .. ~Iormance. a;lo oeslgmng or Improvmg systems: 

• T .. ,wAogy - seiecting equipment and toois. applying technology to speciric tasks. and 
~' . .uning and troubleshoounE technoloEies. man' - - . 

mE FO' .. ~DATION - competence requires: 

• B . :;kills - readine, wntine. J.mhmenc and ::1athematics. speakinE and listenine', 
as!' - - --

.. Thi •. I.mg S~ - thi~king cr~tlveiy. making decisions. soiving problems. seeing things in the 
.:ve. :U1owme now to J~ • .:no reasomm!:; • 

:mr" - -

P ,Ia' Qualities - ,nOlVlouat iesoonslbilirv. self-esteem . .sociabilitv. self-manal!ement. and 
• ere- . ., .-

:nrer .v . 

--. 
I I 



October 1. 1992 

Andy Bishop, CPM 

Appendix B 

TO: 

FROM: James Walker. Transition Manager 

SUBJECT: In'stitutional Programs 

.. Per our varied discussions on Octooer 1. :992. I respectfully encourage the following actions 
regarding an improved network with service providers in our area. 

• 

1. ~eet with Mr. Colin Conant. Director. Tacoma-Pierce County Consortium. to discuss services 
::.vailable to offenders througn job Trainmg Partnership Act (JTPA) funds. I am at your disposal iO 

arrange. ~·acilitate. and lor partIcIpate in such a meeting smce I know Mr. Conant from my prior 
assignment at the Empioyment Sc!cumy Department. 

:. Subscnbe to the Electronic BulletIn Board Service through the Employment Security 
Department to access current Labor Market Information. • Brochure attached. 

3. ~Ieet wah Mr. Gre2 Tanbara .. -\aminIstrator. Tacoma Job Service Center. to discuss vour - . 
attendance at a local Job ServIce Employer Committee (!SEC) meeting in order to meet employers 
:n our area who may De interested in ennancing their operations through a business venture with our 
:nstituuon l Class 1 Industry contract). ~lr Tanbara is a very astute gentleman who is knowledgea~ 
in the empioymentJtraining arena and has signiricant contacts in Pierce County with public and .. 
private sector organizations. Phone: SCAN 462-2607 

·L Improve our relationship with the Deoartment of Social and Health Services. I recommend a 
:neenng with Ms. Liz Dunbar. RegIonal Admmistrator (Region 5. Pie~ce & Kitsap Counties) to 
;!XpI0re more expeoient servIces to orfenaers who are 30 days or less to release. who may be 
.!iigible for DSHS services. i wonaer :f more or the up front work could be done to pave the way 
:'or Gc!nerai ASSIstance Grams. fooo Stamps. AFDC. Emergent Need Grants. Health care. etc. prior 
~o release! Phone: SCAN .+b:-:JOO 

5. Contact Washington BaSIC Ht!a.ith Plan for occaSIOnal group presentations on health care access to 
low income families. 
Phone: SC.\ 'l 3:!-533~ 

o. Contact :-.tatsushita C ufO. ;lna mOUIre JDout tt:e ootential for a Class 1 contract. Mr. Dennis 
Verc:ilo. was the Sc!nIor HRM a ~OUOh~ or' years ago. ~fay still be there. Phone: (:06) 841-6006 

-. Set t!O a meetmg with ~1r. ~hke C.lsnman. PAMAR. :0 determine the petennal for expansion or' 
'!':eIr OD';!r-t1on In me r\l[ure. ~tike mentioned to me mat :nere eouid be some growth in their 
.:omoany \I,'mcn WOUIO reoresem .Ln nooormnIty Tor :lClditional skills tr:uning T'or inmate employees. 
Phone: '.VCC'.V Ext.':S I 
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8. Talk to Lindel Cedar Homes to see if they have any interest in doing any pre-fab work here at 
the instituuon. ' 

9. Regaraing the ANEW link. you might consider touching base with some Organized Labor 
;'action. Perhaps the contact WIth Phyilis Hutc:::nson will suffice. I understand that she is interestea 

.' in soiiciting grants to enhance labor/CI cdfofts. 

W.' Perie<iica11y obtain the following publications: Federal Grants and Contracts Weekly, 
Foundation and Corporate Grants Alen, and Guide to Federal Funding. 

I am happy to assist you in any of these steps as well as to share other resources that you deem 
:mportant m the ongoing success of our institutionai programs. For the moment I can be reached ~t 
~xtenSIon iT:5~. ~ wiil be moving to Cnit G-2 soon . 
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MEMORANDUM Appendix C 

February 23. 1993 

TO: The Record 

FROM: james Walker 

SUBJECT: .\-Ieeting with Alice Payne 

. This memo is to provide a brief overview of an informal meeting with Superintendent Alice Payne 
on February 4. 1993. The following topics were discussed and/or reviewed. 

- Current effortS or' the Reimegrauon Project to establish a contractual relationship with Tacoma 
Community College School Distrlct. "Ve are seeking to contract for Instructor time and integrate ~~e 
~p curriculum into .traditional Education programming. 

- Current disposition of / Class 1 Industry) at WCCW in light of disagreements between the 
Institution and . At thIS POInt there are more than a few points of contention i.e.; Inmate 
dress code. ~mpioyer conduct and conridentiality, rehire of a previously terminated group of ---employees. etC. ;,as temporanly suspenaea operations. Unknown as to when or whether ::1ey 
wiiI return. 

• 

- WCCW Institutional lndusrnes projects are a priority for this institution. Need jobs for the • 
Minimum population. Computer assemoly/repair is one desirable option. 

- Nontraditional employment tor women still a major consideration for Administration and 
Educauon. 

- The Reintegranon Project has unaertaken the deveiooment of a specialized curriculum for Pioneer 
Industnes emoioyees who are beIng bused from \VCC\V. Curriculum wiil address improved 

. workplace oehavior. This is at me request or' Pioneer and with input from Superintendent Payne. 

Superintenaent Payne is open !o mout and interacuon or' the Reintegration Project and the potenual 
ror addressmg the neea to onage me gap between eaucation and worK. 
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• I WORK PLACE I 
I MATH. REAOIN'" I 
I WRmNG I 
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• I 

L;ABNING TO LEABt!! 
A. TESTING/ASSESSMENTS 
3. SKILLS IDENTIFICATION 
C. LEARNI','; STYLES 

i CASE MANAGEMENT I 
I 

A. INSTITUTION I 

. e. PRE-RELEASE I . 

\ "_m"y._,,J 
IN COMBINA110N WITH 

"'9OJECT CURRICULUM 

CMPlOYER EXpcCTATIONS 

Thinking DifferentlyNaluos 
InteMew,"~Appllcallons 

WORKPyce BASICS 

Employer~ 
Work Place CUIIUnlS 
SUpervislOO Styles 
ProgresSIVe DisclPlne 

e·s AMUde 
ConmUnicalion 
SOCI8I SkiMs 
Anenaance 
Aopearance 
Salety 

I 

Y 
CJm.L.C.mplQymenvlDlegratlOO 

~ 

- .?ChnlC3l Joe Ccmeelencles 
I. -:ercersonal AelatlOnS 
II. P",.Aeoease i'lannlnq 

~"J!/Tran''''Qn 

EducatIOn or 
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':OD Placement 
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RECURRENT THEMES Appendix E 

. Effective Communication 

Adaptive Skills 

Problem Solving 

Perspectives and Values of the Outside W orId • 
Learning to Learn 

Crime Related Behavior 

Attitudes, Habits, Conditioning 

Skills Integration 

• 
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TO: Jackie Campbell, Director 

Rei:ntegration Project 

FROM: James Walker, Transition Mgr. 

-",",fI-'" ....... , .... ..,. . . 
Appendix F 

The attached chart demonstrates a three tiered implementation of the Reintegration Project at' 
Washington Corrections Center for Women (WCCW) . 

.. Initially, the recruitment of particjpants at this institution for the Project included those who were 
already involved in traditional institutional programming. The dilemma was to work within the 
available time frames for each individual and deliver services as outlined in our program design. 

Several factors have affected our capacity to do a IIpure li group of Reintegration participants at any 
one point. Ideally a group would include persons who were appropriate for enrollment based on 
release dates, health status, education level. custody status, and potential for Class 1 employment. 
However, the limited aVailability of persons meeting all of the program criteria coupled with the 
unsettled issues of Class 1 employment opportUnities at WCCW, has made it necessary to provide 
services at different levels to different groups. 

It has also been advantageous (as well as challenging) to address the unique needs of the institution 
and provide customized training for Class 1 workers who would otherwise not benefit from the 
Reintegration Project. The Employer Expectation shon course was developed to respond to the 

• particular needs of Pioneer Industries workers, our primary Class 1 employer at WCCW. 

• 

Those persons receiving the shon course are also enrolled and involved in other classroom training, 
assessment, and individual planning activities. 

Further. the needs of this institution for a "Reintegration" curriculum have resulted in the 
involvement of our program in much of the planning and preparation for employment and training 
endeavors in the future. 

In consideration of the above. a tiered strategy of implementation and participant tracking may be 
helpful in assessing the scope of services delivered . 
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~-----------------------------------------~-

REINTEGRATION PROJECT/WASHINGTON CORRECTIONS CENTER.FOR WOMEN 

PROJBCT ORIENTATION 

- Introduction 
Responsibilities 

- Goals 
- Recurrent themes 

LEARNING TO LEARN 

- True Colors - Personality Styles 
- Cops, Caps, Copes 
- Interest survey 
- Learning styles / Disabilities 

PROJECT CURRICULUM 

- Employer Expectations (Job Tee) 
- Workplace Basics 
- Employer Economics 
- Reading, Writing, Math 

REINTEGRATION SEKZNARS 

- Job Content Skills 
- Transferable Skills 
- Self Management Skills 

CLASS 1 EHPLOYHD'l' 

- Applied only 
- PAMAR 
- Inside-out 
- Pioneer Industries 

CASE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

- Individual counseling 
- CMC Interview 
- Individual Development Plan 
- Information and Referral 
- Pre-Release Planning 

RELEASE / TRANSITION 

- community Resources 
- Training/Education Placement 
- Job Placement 
- community Corrections Contact 
- Advocacy 

Tier 1 Tier' 2 . Tier-3 

X 1 X 1 OPTION __ 1 __ 1- _ 

X 1 X 1 _______ 1 _______ 1 ______ __ 

X 1 X 1 ___ ----1--- ____ 1 ________ _ 

X 1 X 1 ___ ----1--- ____ 1 ______ _ 

X 1 X 1 ___ ----1--- ____ 1 __________ _ 

___ X ____ I_OPTION_I_OPTION_ 

. X 'I ___ ----1--------- ______ __ 
X 1 ___ ----1-------- ________ _ 
X 1 ___ ----1-------- ______ __ 
X 1 ___ ----1-------- ______ __ 

___ x ____ l ___ x ____ l_oPTION_ 

X 1 X 1 ___ ----1--- ____ 1 ______ ___ 

X 1 X 1 ___ ----1---- ____ 1 _______ _ 

XII ___ ----I 1 ________ _ 

XII __ I 1 ___ __ 

1 

--------1-------- --------
--------l--~---- ---------
--------1-------- ---------_------1_------- _______ _ 

X 1 X 1 X __ 1--_1_-

X 1 X 1 X __ 1 __ 1_-
XII __ I 1 ___ __ 

X 1 I __ I I_~---

X I X 1 X __ 1 __ 1_-
X I. I ___ ----I 1 ________ _ 

X 1 
--- ----1-------- ----------
--------1----------------I -------
--------1-------- -----------------1-------- ______ __ 

NOTE: X = participant received these services. 
OPTION = Participant received services depending upon 
time factors and availability. 
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JOB. TEe indicators AppeDdixG 

COND SC sc..pc°o SC-WM COMPETENCY I - MAKING CAREER DeCISIONS' 

Indicator Subfect LA'. Pag .. 

• • . • • 1-1 My Ut.', Purpc.. 2 5 

• • • • 1-2 P.,.CINIII VIIIuN e 11 

• • • 103 P_ond Int .. ..u B 13 

1·4 Wtytft.Prft ... ___ 4 e 

1·5 P_onal SkiIM & AbiIiti .. 4 9 

1·8 Job Match 2 

• 1·7 Weith & Nude 4 
" 

• • 1·8 Ae_ona to wont 2 4 

1-9 Milking C .. _ Oecilli_ 5 

• 1.10 ChOOltng e C.,._ 7 15 

1·11 Treining & Educ.aon 3 

• 1·12 Job Chttekliort 3 8 

• • • 1·13 Strenottw & W ............ 2 5 

• 1·14 C., • ., Goale S 10 

• • 1·15 P.,.,onel Impvovllmll1l 9 19 

59 124 

COND SC SCoPE SC-WM COMPETENCY II- USING LABOR MARKET RELATIONS 

Indicator Subject LA's PagEUI 

• • • "., Employment ._- S 7 

e • 11·2 Int .. 8IItIn(I Job; 4 7 

• • " • 11·3 GriIoA.08ino • Job 4 8 

• • 11·4 WOI'«. Voc8bularv 2 6 

• • 11·6 $ix«.., Proceaa 3 5 

11-8 Labor Infonmmon Chllft 4 12 

11·7 WiInl Ada 8 11 

11·8 Int .. 1I81ing Jobi 5 7 

11·9 Growth Jobe 3' 7 

11·10 Local Employ_ 2 3 

11·11 Local Labor Unione 2 4 

• II-12 Fring. 8enefitll 4 5 

11·13 AppremicCllt\lp 3 S 

• 0 • 11·14 Aceounttng Temw 2 B 

49 93 

COND SC SCopE SC-WM COMPETENCY III - PREPARING RESUMES 

Indicator Subject LA's Pages 

• • 111·1 Defining rnumee 3 7 

• • 111·2 A_urne Catogcn- 2 3 

• " • 111·3 CDmP!I~ Information 3 9 

• • 111-4 p,epanng Rnumli 5 11 

111·6 Cov..-LmCIII 2 5 

15 35 
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JOB~ TEC Indicators 

COND SC Sc.PE'. SC.WM: COMPETENCY WI· POSITIVE ATTmJDE 1& BEHAVIOR"·' 

Indicator Subject LA', hon 

• • e VII1-1 Buidino II Suecea1uI Ut. 4 10 

• VIII·2 V .... , AnitucM. " BehIMcr 2 5 

e e e V 111-3 W ... w.NHdII 4 

• VII1-4 Solving Probloml 5 13 

• e VII1-6 Self Confidsnce 6 9 

• VIII-a Stv_ Mmaoemem 9 16 

• a • VII1-7 POIIiUve Attitud .. 5 9 

"~ V 111-8 Arguing 3 6 

• VII1-9 
Strength 8. WNkn __ 2 3 

• • VllI-l0 Appropriate Worit Behwiore 9 ,a 

46 91 

CO NO SC SC·pe SC·WM COMPETENCY IX· MAINTAINING PERSONAL APPEARANCE 

Indicator Subj9Ct LA's Pages 

• • " IX·' MIIIVI4n 4 7 

• IX-2 i~.;g,_ Il Gr .. ,,",~~ 2 4 

• IX,j Good O'-1nGI Ta~ 3 6 

IX·4 J ob-Relliled Attira "2 4 

• 0 IX-S O, .. OIng for the Job 4 

• 12 25 

CONO SC SC·pe SC·WM COMPETENCY X· GOOD INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Indicator Subject LA'. Pag_ 

a a • x·, MtrlUng Friane. 4 7 

X·2 listeninG 8 17 

X-3 ·ShenngF", 3 7 

• a ., X-4 St..,.ng In Control 3 8 

a • X-5 Critic:iam 9 14 

x·a NegcrtJlIbnO 5 8 

• X·7 Good SupetVIIIOl'S 4 9 

• • x-a 0uin1nGl II Job 5 7 

• • X-9 Building Unnv 8 11 

X-10 SuoennelrlQ 4 8 

a a a X-11 Interpersonel Sk.iUe 3 

X-12 Buildino CUllom« Aelet,onoh\P8 e 10 

60 '09 

• 
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8 JOB. TEC Inclicaton 

COND SC sC·PEr SC-WM COMPETENCY XI· COMPI.ET'ING TASKS EFFECTIVElY" 

Indicator Subject LA'. Plges 

• • • XI-1 Dllllirilille Skih /ICNPing JobI 5 11 
I 

XI-2 Marking CNng .. 5 • I 

• XI-3 Job ONCriptiono 3 7 

• 
XI-4 Chlin of Corrrmnd 4 8 

XI-6 Following DiraeaOM 4 9 

• 
XI·S M8I'IIIOo Work TiIM 3 8 

• 
XI-7 DedicaOon 

5 9 

Ii • XI·8 ObjectIV. Decisions 4 14 

• • • XI-9 P_Pr_ur. 1 5 

• • XI·10 Emp!ov" Theft 2 5 

XI·11 Work Ar •• CI • ..,_ 3 S 

• XI-12 Emplov •• LIlIId_hip Qualiti .. 5 11 

XI-13 Driving Ratponsibility 
3 

• XI-14 Owning A bin ... 4 5 

• • XI·15 Futuro PI- 2 11 

48 117 

Indic. Indic. Indie. lodie. TOTAL 
395 858 

65 27 258 25 

LA', LA'II LA', LA'. • 277 87 115 97 

PII(/" PIICJOIl PlGoa PlIO-

585 197 245 4:01 

• 
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, . . ,: REINTEGRATION PROJEcr Appendix H 

-Eligibility Criteria 

•. As a "participant in the Reintegration Project, I agree to: 

• 

• 

V Facility assignment to TRCC 

V Waive camp/P~-release 

:V Full time programming (may ilJclude evenings) 

V Accept Class I employment if offered 

V Post-release follow-up 

The Transition Manager will: 

V Assist you in identifying job related interests and abilities 

-vi Help you develop a Plan for education. training, employment and related goals 

V Arrange your priority in institution and project programming 

V Provide priority for Class I job opponunity 

V Give special assistance in release pianning 

I understand that if I enroll, and then quit or terminated for "cause", I will be subject to loss of earned time 
per DOC Policy 350.130. 

I have read the above and understand the conditions and benefits of enrollment in the Reintegration Project 
and hereby volunteer as a participant. . 

____ ~ ___________________ I______________ ---------------------------,1------------
Date Transition Manager Date Participant 
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< . TO: Ron Ruby, CUSIWCC . Appendix I 

FROM: Ron Taggart-Deffinbaugh 
Transition Manager 

DATE: March 23, 1992 • 
SUBJECT: March 18, 1992 Meeting 

. _ In regard to last week's meeting with WCC/RC and Reintegration Project Staff: I want to thanJc you all for 
the assistanCe in working through the screening process at your facility and briefly recap what we covered 
an~ agreed to: 

1. Eligibility criterion were discussed with Classification Counselors and a pro"gram description was. 
circulated (for their eyes only at this point). 

~. Classification Counselors will identify potential project participants at the initial interview and 
present the option to voluntarily enter the program. 

3. After Classification Counselors identify possible enrollees, you will address the issue at our 
classification meeting. 

4. If the inmate is viable at this stage you will separate his paper work, record his name on a list and 
inform the candidate that a Project Staff person will interview them the fo~owing Tuesday. 

5. I will call you on Mondays, beginning 3/30, for a list of names and numbers to be screened the 
following day. • 6. You will arrange for me to have access to the inmates and their tiles at a time to be specified on 
Tuesdays. 

7. If the inmate is identified by myself or other project staff as a confirmed candidate their transfer to 
TRCC will be expedited. 

I would like to funher pursue an idea raised toward the end of our discussion, that being the possibility of 
locating potential project participants in the Training Center, or even among those classified. but still • 
awaiting transfer to their assigned facility in R 3 and 4. Could your records staff generate a printout of 
these groups? 

Also, since our meeting, Jackie Campbell met with Jim Thatcher and Jean Stewart. They reviewed this 
memo and concurred the priority for transfers to TRCC would go first to candidates to SOTP if theIe are 
beds available. The next priority would be for panicipants for this project. so expedited transfer to TRCe 
is expected. 

cc: Larry Norris. Andrea Bynum 
Jackie Campbell. Jim Thatcher 

Note: We have rethought our "guarantee" of Class I employment and want to adjust that statement. We 
want the motivation to earn the job to be pan of the selection process. We will guarantee an interview. 
assistance to prepare for it and the chance to improve, and re-interview later if necessary. 
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TO: Larry Noms, Associate Superintendent, Treatment 
Washington Corrections Center . 

FROM: Andrea Bynum, Assistant Director 
• Division of Offendu Programs 

Jaclde Campbell, Director 
Reintegration Project 
Ron Taggart-Deffillbaugh, Transition Manager 
Reintegration Project 

DATE: June 29, 1992 

Appendix 1.1 

Enrollments from wee, fa; the first phase of the Reintegration Project, are now complete. As you know. 
when we initially met with you and the R-Unit counselors, we envisioned a relatively simple referral and 
transfer process. What evolved was a fairly complicated process. From our first meeting to the 
completion of enrollments, there was always a positive, flexible attitude from all your staff. 

In addition to assistance from the counseling staff, unit sergeants and correctional officers were very helpful 
in arranging call-outs and space for interviews. The "can do" attitude at wee was a delight to encounter. 
Please extend our appreciation to all those who helped in this effort and thank you fot your support 
throughout the process. 

]C:ccc 

• .c: Kurt Peterson, Superintendent 
Elaine Thomas 
Ron Ruby 
AI Bowman 
Mike Watkins 
Don MacWilliam 
Clyde Armstrong 

• 
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REINTEGRATION PROJECT Appendix I .. ..; .. 

TO: 
------------~------ • FROM: ________________ _ 

SUBJECT: ____________ __ 

This memo is to inform you that ________________ ~DOC#--------~.has been 
interviewed and accepted for enrollment in the Reintegration project and 
will begin progr~mming on Programmjnq hours will vary for 
each individual, however, each participant will be involved in classroom 
activities which will include six hours per week of Workplace Math, 
Reading, and writing, the Employer Expectations and Workplace Basics 
components (an additional six hours per week~, and a number of 
Reintegration seminars. tests, and individual counseling sessions. 

Classes will begin on the week of April 5, 1993 and will be held in the C 

building. As you may be aware, our Education Department will be teaching 
much of the curriculum, and I will continue to do case management • 
activities and some instruction. 

Please enter a Reintegration Hold on this person to. assure her ability tc 
complete her individual plan and meet our negotiated case management goal 

If you have any questions or concerns please call me at extension #252. 

Thanks. 

• 
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• 

OFFENDER PROGRAM SERVICES AND EXPECTATIONS AppenmJ 

WHAT WE CAN'T DOl 

~ Put you through school. 

~ Make your careerdecisions for you . 

: II> Solve all your problems. 

II> Guarantee you a job. 

II> Make you rich. 

II> Make you happy. 

WHAT WE CAN DO! 

II> Show you new ways of thinking about yourself to increase your confidence in yourself. 

.. Teach you all the choices you have open to you, and help you locate more information about 

them. 

.. ijelp you identify your interests, aptitudes and skills. 

loo Teach you ways of setting goals. making plans for the future. solving day-to-day problems. 

~ Provide you with some work and learning experiences to help IQl.l choose the job or training lQl,I 

want. 

.. Teach you skills for finding a job and succeeding on the job once you're there. 

• • Help with release plans. including employment referrals_ 
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OUR EXPECI'ATIONS OF YOU! 

~ Be here every day. Be here on time. 

.. Keep us informed -- if you' re sick or have a doctor's appointment, let us 

know what's going on with you. 

~ Be honest with yourself and with us. 

~ Give your support and help to other people in the program. 

Do Be an eager learner -- be willing to try new things, be willing to do some hard work and hard 

thinking. 

.. Be willing to do writing in class and homework outside of class. 

flo Take responsibility for solving problems yourself, and making 

decisions for yourself, with our complete sugport. 

• 

• 
.. Cooperate with us in treating our guest speakers as guests. Please' give them your attention and 

show your appreciation for their time. 

.. Take at least 50% of the responsibility for what happens in this program. Don't ask us to do for 

you what you can dQ for yourself. 

to Give us a chance to convince you that we've got some good approaches to help you get where you' 

want to go! 

• 
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.. Appendix 1.1 

REINTEGRATION PROJECT 

• Attendance Policy 

'. Inmates are required to attend all Reintegration Project classes unless specifically waived by the Transition' 
Manager. The following procedures will be followed: 

• 

• 

_ : Project participants will be in the classroom by the end of movement. 

Attendance will be taken at the start of each class session. 

_ The classroom instIllctor will ascertain if 2.l, absence is excused by calling the unit in which the 
participant resides. 

Persons who incur an unexcused absence will be subject to an infraction for failing to report to a 
scheduled assignment. (Infraction 104) 

Second unexcused absences can result in suspension from classes and a restructuring of the Individual 
Development Plan. Such persons will undergo an in-person review with the Transition Manager and 
with other Institutional staff as appropriate, and will be warned that further action will result in 
disciplinary action. 

Third unexcused absences will result in a withdrawal from the Project and result in an infraction. 
(Infraction 557) 

Three unexcused tardies equal one unexcused absence and will result in an infraction for failing to 
report to a scheduled assignment. 
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Appencfu.: 1.2 
REINTEGRATION PROJECT 

, Behavior Expectations 

• 
Prompt attendance is required at sC,heduled Project activities. 

" 

Adjustments will be made to Individual Development Plans when there is conflict with programming 
necessary to attain employment or training goals. Absence from Project activities must be justified. 

Participants will remain in classrooms until the end of the session, or until dismissed by the in.structor. 
Early departure could result in an unexcused absence. ' 

Anytime the participant leaves the classroom, other than during movement, she must sign out on the 
sign-out sheet showing name, time, destination, and the return time. 

Smoking is prohibited inside buildings. Smoking is pennitted ONt Y outside and at movement time. 

Eating and/or drinking is determined by the spedfic classroom and instructor. 

Breaks will be limited to 10 minutes between class periods. Students will tike breaks in designated 
areas. 

Spcializing will be done outside the building. Disruptions of the class activities and sessions are not 
allowed. • 

Only authorized materials may leave the classroom. 

Cheating on tests or assignments may result in disciplinary action. 

I agree to abide by the above stated conditions and the existing operational rules of the institution. I 
understand that violation of the above will result in an infraction for failure to obey institution rules and can 
result in dismissal from the Reintegration Project. 

Signed ______________ Date ________ _ 

Approval ___________________________ Date ________________ __ 

Transiuon Manager 

• 
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•• 
MEMORANDUM 

February 22, 1993 

TO: Alice Payne, Superintendent 

FROM: James Walker, Transition Manager 

SUBJECT: Update: Reintegration Project 

.Appendix K 

Our recent meeting with you, Gary, and Willie was very helpful; thank you for your suggestions and input. 

As you suggested, Jackie Campbell and I met with Jerry Williams and Judy Archer on February 10, 1993 
at Pioneer Industries to discuss a short course for current PI employees at WCCW. We also talked about 
some of the long term training needs that could be addlressed for future inmate groups. 

The following highlights summarize the meetit1g: 

CURRENT PI EMPLOYEES 

- .Pioneer Industries agreed that a short course to assist inmates in dealing with work related behavior would 
be productive. 

• . PI selected elements of the Reintegration Project overview (attached) that they felt would be most 
appropriate. 

- The Reintegration Project has the curriculum completed and ready for review (attached). 

- PI concurred with your recommendation that current WCCW IPI employees will be required to attend the 
12 hour course. 

FUTURE PI EMPLOYEES 

- Jerry Williams and PI's Personnel would like WCCW to develop a pool of prospective employees who 
have had some Workplace Maturity training. 

- The course developed by the Reintegration Project may serve as a model for such training for those 
offenders. 

- Recruitment for an appropriate pool of inmates might necessarily begin at Reception. This would take 
into account release date. physical and mental health. custody status, and destination upon release. 

- Jean Stewart. Classification Unit at Headquarters, has agreed to target all minimum status, R Unit. Kine 
• ':ounty residents for transfer to WCCW for enrollment ~n th~ Reintegration Project (up to 14 inmates)-

- PI is in the process of changing the work week schedule which will be a factor in determining the days 
upon which training occurs. 
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.... :. Alice Payne 
February 22, 1993 

"' 

• Page Two 

• ADMINISTRA TIVE ACTION 

_ Your approval of the PI short course for current employees. 

_ Our coordination of this plan with Education to solicit their perspective and participation. 

_ Response from the Insti~tional Management Team regarding targeted recruitment for this . program from 
the R Unit. 

NEXT 

Our next actions will be focused on continuing to integrate the Reintegration Project with Education. 
Those efforts will focus on: 

- Including educators in our CMC pr~ss . 
• Providing education staff with work penonnance feedback that can be affected by academic assistance. 
_ Incorporating workplace curriculum into academic classes. 
_ Incorporating specific Class 1 (Pioneer Industries) skills into on-going education offerings. 

We have met with Dr. Gwalamubisi several times to discuss the above and are currently processing a • 
contract to fund instructor time and initiate the integration. 

If it would be helpful, Jackie Campbell, Peggy Rudolph, and myself would be happy to meet with you and 
your management team to discuss or clarify any issues. 

• 
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November 10, 1992 Appendix L 

TO: File 

FROM: Ron Taggart-Deffinbaugh 
Transition Manager 

SUBJECf: Future Prospects for Reintegration Project at TRee - Notes from 11/6 Meeting 

IN ATTENDANCE: Janet Barbour, Superintendent; Dennis Thaut, Associate Superintendent-of -
Programs; Jackie Campbell, Reintegration Project Director; and Ron Taggan-Deffinbaugh, 
Transition Manager. 

The project status was brought up to date. Reference was made to services delivered to 
participants in the first cycle, as described in a 14 point list that had been distributed prior 
to the meeting.-

We agreed that the next "cycle" of participants is expected to number approximately one 
dozen, and would be representative of the TRCC Inmate Profile. 

Janet and Dennis had favorable responses to the general idea of requmng a pre
employment "lob Track". Upon completion of this course, an inmate would be eligible to 
enter the Class I pool of job applicants. It was noted the Correctional Industries Board has 
expressed an opinion contrary to this idea. They are generally against any prerequisites or 
education hurdles to Class 1 employment. An alternative to either/or approach is worth 
pursuing, and Jackie noted that she is currently involved one half-day per week in a task 
force with Correctional Industries where such issues can be addressed. 

Jackie noted that the Reintegration Project curriculum. as it hklS been developed to date. 
lends itself to being presented in a half-day format, three months long. Ron thought it was 
helpful to see the project from three perspectives; one being the current group of 
participants now involved in a pilot project, the second perspective being the task of 
restrUcturing and integrating ernployment oriented curriculum into the existing education 
and vocational education programs. and thirdly, the long-term goal to leave in place a 
Reintegration Program that would include, but not necessarily be identical with, several of 
the elements of the current pilot. 

Janet and Dennis felt that the logical place for the Reintegration Project was within 
Education. There was some discussion regarding what the pre-employment, JOB. TEe 
curriculum consisted of. as well as the prevailing philosophy in the employment/labor tield 
that basic skills, literacy, are best taught in a workplace context. Janet encourages us to 
work with Jerry Haynes. TRCC Education Director. to see if these courses. outside the 
usual academic realm. ~ould be incorporated into the existing Edmonds Community 
College offerings. lackie responded that some initial steps had already been made in that 
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_File 
Superintendent Meeting Notes 

. Page Two • 

RTD:sae 

cc: 

direction and future meeting for the purpose of integrating this curriculum were planned. 
One likely way of making an initial effort in that direction would be to have the 
Reintegration Project provide initial funding for "new" classes. 

Janet said she would like to see a written proposal that infonned her of plans to go ahead 
in this ar~, and that she was particularly interested. in how it would be marketed to 
offenders, In question is just how many offenders would be interested in participating; 
and at what rate over time, if the course was to be regularly offered. 

Finally, there was reference made to a second group of participants that would probably 
number ten to twelve. Along with being representative of the TReC inmate profile, they 
could be drawn from those Exmark employees laid-off after the Christmas rush, SOTP . 
long-tenn residents in need of programming options, and indeterrr.mate inmates (without 
the Work-Release option) who are likely to be returning to the community. From these 
populations it was felt that a "second cycle" of participants would be readily identified. 

Janet Barbour 
Dennis Thaut 
Jackie Campbell 
Ron Taggart-Deffinbaugh 
Jerry Haynes 
File 

• 

• 
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FACILITATOR TRAINING MATERIALS Appendix !of 
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COPS,' CAPS, COPES INFORMATiON SHEET 
AppendixN. 

WISE CAREER DECISIONS ARE BASED UPON INFORMATION 

ABOUT Yourself .... 

What job activities do I like or dislike?· 
How do I evaluate my interests? 
What sc::hool subjects do I like best? 
What are my values and goals? 
How do I evaluate my values? 

ABOUT Occupations . . . . 

What training is necessary? 
What skills are necessary? 
What is the work like? 
What is the future outlook? 

Tht! COPSystem results will help you discover: 

Your interests as they relate to jobs. . 
Specific jobs and careers you may want to consider. 
Your abilities as they relate to jobs. 
Your most important values and how they relate ~o jobs. 

Your COPSvstem Profile will show vou how to: - ~ 

Define interests in tenns of Occupational Areas. 
Select occupations for study. 
Explore occupationai infonnation for answer5 to your needs. 
Pick school courses that will help you reach your goal. 

DO YOUR BEST ON THE INVENTORY AND USE IT WISELY. 
IT CAN HELP YOU ! !.! 
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Who Am 11 Appendix 0 

• 
My true color is,_· _________________________ _ 

My strongest personality traits are _______________________ _ 

Myl~gstyleis ________________________________________________ __ 

My lire grnUsMe. _____________________________________________ ___ 

• Myjobin~restsare __________________________________________________ _ 

I have aptitudes for ___________________________ _ 

My three best job related strengths are __________ --_______ ~ __ 

• 
[ 
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INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN Appendix P 

DEFINITIONS • 
1. Behavioral: Modifications to behavior related to home, work, or social life. May apply 

to infractions or offense related behavior. 

II. Community Support: Re-establishing contact with family or supportive community 
contacts. Could include letters or telephone contacts to obtain information about available 
community ·programs. to obtain a sponsor,. relapse, prevention, emploYf!1ent, or. other. 

III. Educational: Goals relate to GED, High School completion, post-secondary education. or 
other educational training. 

IV. Employment: Relates to paid or unpaid work in the institution or community. May 
include work performance improvement, work related behaviors or job seeking skills and 
activities. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

. VIn. 

IX. 

Life Skills: Involves self management s.kills such as obtaining suitable housing, cooking, 
cleaning, paying bills on time. developing a household budget, appropriate use of leisure 
time, taking a bus. or obtaining identification. May relate to medical or dental health. 

Mental Health: Includes assessment of needs and/or participating in counseling or other 
treatment for mental health issues. May include strategies to more effectively self-mana. 
depression, stress, anger or life changes. 

Substance Abuse: Assessment of needs, participating in outpatient or inpatient treatment. 
planning activities and developing habits to suppon relapse prevention, attending AA 
andlor NA, identifying and having contact with a sponsor .. 

VocationaJ: Obtaining information about programs, identifying interests and skills to 
evaluate goals, seeking tinancial assistance to enroll, participate in activities to· improve 
vocational skills. 

Other: To be used for items not listed above. Include legal activities such as child 
custody, divorce. financial. or bankruptcy. 
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REINTEGRATION PROJECT Appendix Q 

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The purpose of this plan is to provide direction, set expectations, and to assist in measuring the 
success or failure of project panicipanrs. 

This plan is developed jointly with the Transition Manager and the Panicipam and may be revised 
or updaled as needed to meet goals and objectives which support 1M, successful transition of the . 
individual. 

NAME: __________ DOC# ______ LIVING UNIT ___ _ 

SSA# ___ -_ __ _ DOB: ERD: ------------ -------------------
PROGRAM / NEEDS 

1. Behavioral 

a.) Barriers or potential prob/ems: _______________ _ 

b.} Objectives: _____________ . ___________ _ 

c.} Action Steps: l. ___ ~-___ -------------_-

2. -----------
3. _____________________________________________ _ 

" 
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11. Community SuppoTt 

a.) Barriers or poteruiai problems: _______ ~ ________ _ • 
b.) Objecnves: ______________________ _ 

c.) Acnon Steps: 1. _____________________ _ 

2. __________________________________________ ___ 

3. ____________________ _ 

111. Educalional 

a.) Barriers or potential probiems: ________________ _ 

b.) Objecnves: ________________________ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. _____________________ _ 

., 
.. ------------------------------------------
3. ________________________ _ 

• 
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IV. Employment .- a.) Barriers or potenrial probJems: _____________ . ___ _ 

b.} Objectives: ______________________ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. _____________________ _ 

2. _________________________________________ _ 

3. ___________________________________ __ 

V. Life SIdlls 

• 
a.) Barriers or potential problems: ________________ _ 

b.} ObjecIives: ___________ . ___________ _ 

c.) Action Sreps: 1. _____________________ _ 

., 
-.----------------------------------------------
3. _______________________________________ _ 

• 
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w. Me,lUd HealJh 

a.) Barriers or potential prob/ems: ________________ _ • 
b.} Objectives: ______________________ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. ______________________ _ 

2. ____________________ _ 

3. ____________________ _ 

VII. Substance Abuse 

a.) Barriers or potential prob/ems: ________________ _ 

• 
b.} Objectives: ______________ ---:. _______ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. ______________________ _ 

2. 
----------------~------------------------

3. __ ~__:.. _______________ _ 

• 
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VIII. VoCDtional •• a.} Barriers or potential probJems: ______ ___________ _ 

b.) Objecnves: ______________________ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. _______________________ _ 

2. ________________________________________ ___ 

3. _____________________________ -----------------------

. IX. Other 

• a.) Barriers or potennal problem.s: ________________ _ 

b.) Objecnves: _______________________ _ 

c.) Action Steps: 1. __________________ ~ __ _ 

... 
-.------------~~--------------------------------
3. ___________________________________________ ___ 

' . 

• 
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INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

SUMMARY • 

I understand and agree with my Individual Development Planas outlined above and willpanicipate 
fully in completing the goals and objectives that have been identified therein. 

Participant Signarure: __________________ DOlC: ___ _ • Transition M."i.'1llger Signarure: ______________ Dare: ___ _ 

REVISIONS 

1 I --------------------------------------------------------------
--1---,-------------------------------------------------------

1 --------------------------------------------------------------
1 I ----------------------------------------------------------
1 

------------------------------------------~------------------

--I----/------------------------------~-----------------------
1 - -- ----------.-----------------~-----------
1 -- --- ----------------------------------_._- • 
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INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN SUMMARY Appendix R 

BEHAVIORAL 

"~ __ .» . _ To have a smooth transition into life outside the institution and deal with 
cultu'reoshock. 

» Complete Reintegration course work that emphasizes coping skills., 
» Apply for Olympia Work Training Release. 

EMPLOYMENT 

» To obtain a job with PAMAR. 
» To obtain suitable employment upon arrival at work release. 
» Upgrade resume. 
n Contact potential employers for asbestos removal. 
» Utilize Reintegration resources for job seeking. 

LIFE SKILLS 

» Secure arrangements for housing after work release. 
» Develop a personal budget. 
» Get a driver's license and arrange for transportation . 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

» To remain clean and sober. 
» Develop and maintain friendships with clean and sober people. 
» Seek out a sponsor. 
» Attend NA meetings. 

VOCATIONAL 

» To brushwup on vocational skills and training. 
» Research available courses in Olympia area. 
» Continue home study in stationary engineering and asbestos. 
» Renew asbestos certification. 

OTHER 

» To increase mobility area necessary for work. 
» To contact and get approval from P.O • 
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REINTEGRATION PROJECT 
PARTICIPANT FOLLOW-UP 

Appendix S 

Name: DOC# ____ Counselor: 
Address: Apt. # -------
city: ___ -~_-~_-~~~~~s~t~a~t-e~:::::::::::~T~e~lephone: _____________ _ 

1. Behavioral Issues 

2. community support 

3. Educational 

4. Employment 

5. Life Skills . 

6. Mental Health 

7. substance Abuse 

8. vocational 

9. other 

Date: 
- _1_1 ______ --------

--1--1-----------------------------_I _1 _____________ ____ 
_ 1--1------------------------------1--1--------------------------- _1_1--__ --_------------_1_1 ______ -------. _1_1 ______ --------_._-
_1--1---------------------------------_1_1 ____ --_--------- _1_1 ______ ----------
_1_1----------------.-------------_1_1 ______ --------
_1--1---_-----------------------------1--1--_--------------- _____________ ___ - _1_1 ______ ----------
_1--1--_-------------------------
---1--1----------------------------_1--1--_--_--------------------_1--1----__ -------------------------- _1_1--------------------------------
--1_1----------------------------------1--1-------------------------------------1--1-------------------------------_1_1 ______ --------

- --1--1-------------------------------_1_1 ______ --------
__ . 1--1---------------------------------1--1----------------------------------1--1--------------------------------- --1--1---------------------------------1--1-----------------------------------_1_1--_____ --------
--1--1---------------------------------------1--1------------------------------------- --1--1----------------------------------.I ~/ __________________ _ 

--1--1--------------------------------_1_1 ______ ---------
--1--1------------------------------------ --1--1-----------------------------------_I_I 
--1--1---------------------------------1--1--------------------------------1--1------------------------------
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Name: 

DOC# 

.' EDUCATION -

TRAINING -

VOCATIONAL 
ASSESSMENT -

PERSONAL 
STRENGTHS -

LIABILITIES -

EMPLOYMENT 
PLAN 

OTHER NEEDS -

EMPLOYABILITY STATUS REPORT Appendix S.l 
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Appendix T 

• proqramming ottered at project sites 

The followinq vocational training programs, Class I industries, and 
social adjustment programs are available at was~inqton corrections 

. center fo~ Women and TWin Rivers corrections center. Both 
institutions also have numerous academic programs wh;ch a~e listed in 
their respective college catalogs. 

vocational Training 

Home & Family Life 
Children's Center 
Industrial Technology 
Canine Training 
Drafting 
cooperative Education 
General Office Skills 
Reception Clerk 
Secretarial Office Skills 
Word Processing 
Fast Track Computer Series 
Graphic Arts 
Business Education 
Computer Repair 

Class I Industries 

Telemarketing 
Industrial sewing 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Packaging Production 
concrete Products 

social Adjustment 

Anger/stress Management 
Chemical Depnndency 
Life Skills/~re-Release 
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SOCI1~ ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMS 

The following is a brief description of social adjustment programs 
·av~llable at Washington corrections: Center for Women and Twin Rivers 
. corrections Center: 

stress/Anger Management 

Thirty-six hours of stress and anger management therapy are 
provided in a group setting. sessions are facilitated by a 
psychiatric Social Worker employed by the Department of 
Corrections. 

Chemical Dependency 

An alcohol and drug dependency treatment programs are provided 
by the Lakeside Found,ation. A private treatment· service program 
provides ninety-one hours of group therapy. 

• Life Skills/Pre-Release 

• 

A competency-based program designed to develop proficiency in 
life planning and accessing community-based resources. Topics 
addressed include: consumer economics, community resources, 
he.illth care, occupational knowledge, home ~nd family life, 
government and law, and interpersonal relationships • 
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Appendix U 
EmpkJyer Expectations 

Description 

Employer Expectations uses a i'group" approach to pre-employment/work 
maturity skills instruction. Approximately 40 hours of group activities allow 
participants to learn and practice job acquisition and retention skills in a 
supportive group setting. Instruction is b'ased.on the National Correcti~e 
Training Institute's JOB. TEe curriculum. 

Core''lpetencies 

To successfully complete this module, students will demonstrate the ability to: 

1 . Complete a job application and resume that: 
-make the most of prison jobs and training 
• compensate for periods of unemployment due to incarceration 
• focus on skills rather than work history, 

2. Participate in a mock job interview with confidence, 

'. 

3. Identify employers' expectations with regard to punctuality, attendance, • 
manners, and personal appearance, 

4. Display a positive attitude and demonstrate appropriate "on-the-job" 
behavior in the classroom, 

5. Understand the benefits derived from maintaining good interpersonal 
relations, 

6. Follow directions, manage their time effectively, and stay on task. 

Course Outline 

a. Goal Setting; persor,al and professional 
b. Video - "The Power of Vision", by Joel Barber 
c. Personal strengthS identification 
d. The relationship between values, attitude, and behavior 
e. Personal values, interests, work preferences, skills and abilities, and reasons 

for working 
f. Job related strengths and weaknesses 
g. Making career choices: values, needs, wants, resources, and choices 
h. Growth industri,es 

Job clusters i. 
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j. 
k. 
I. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
p. 
q. 
r. 
s. 

Using labor market information 
Job finding steps 
Learning to use local unions 
Apprenticeship jobs 
Time management; balancing your life 
Punctuality and attendance 
Communication skills 
Resume writing 
Class 1 employer presentation on expectations of workers 
The Job Interview 
Standard interview questions to ask and be asked 
Selling yourself 
How to turn weaknesses into strengths 
Eye contact· 
Having a positive attitude 
Disclosing your crime without ruining your chances 
Concludifl9 the interview 

t. Practice interviews - videotaped 
u. Actual interviews with Class 1 employer 
v. Review values, attitude, and behavior 

Teaching Methods 

The JOB. TEe curriculum is designed to be presented in a group setting. The 
instructor acts as a facilitator, allowing the group to do the work. The group will 
participate in such activities as brainstorming, active listening, large and small 
group discussion, problem SQN~!"}, and visualization. 

Resource Materials 

JOB. TEe facilitator's manual and student workbooks 
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I Workplace Basics Appendix V 

. Description . • According to research conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor r today's 
employers are looking for a new kind of worker. Sophisticated new 
technologies, increased customer service, and participative management require 
workers with more than basic reading, writing, and math skills. Today'g workers 
must also be able to solve problems, think critically, get along with co-workers 
from diverse backgrounds, communicate effectively, and learn continuously. 

The Workplace Basics module introduces these issues· from the employer's 
perspective. It describes the economic realities that are driving employers' 
interest hi improving their workers' skills, and gives participants sOr'Qe tools to 
identify their own skill deficiencies so they can work toward their improvement. 

Competencies 

To successfully complete this module, students will demonstrate the ability to: 

, . Recognize issues of major importance to employers; 

2. Identify business-related problems from the employer's perspective, generate 
ideas about their cause(s), and identify appropriate solutions; 

3. Display an understanding of cultural diversity and an awareness of its value. 
in the workplace; 

4. Recognize and communicate effectively with diffe~ent kinds of supervisors; 
and 

5. React appropriately to discipline. 

Course Outline 

a. Issues and challenges facing today's employers 
b. Employer economics and decision making 
c. Efficiency and productivity in a competitive marketplace 
d. Written and unwritten rules 
e. Workplace Diversity 
f. Sexual and other types of harassment in the workplace 
g. Styles of supervision; how to communicate with an 

unreasonable supervisor 
h. Discipline and corrective action; reprimands, suspensions. demotions, and 

dismissals. 
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Lecture, group discussion, videos 

Resource Materials 

Washington Business Week, Understanding Private Enterprise, 
by the Association of Washington BUsiness. 

Workplace Basics: The Skills Employers Want, by 
The American Society for Training and Development and the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration; Anthony P. 
Carnevale, Leila J. Gainer, and Ann S. Meltzer 
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INTEGRATION SEMINARS • 
Evening seminars, twice a month, 'reinforce what is being learned on the job and help to ensure that 
all' programming, especially employment, is transferred to post-release. Two types of seminars are 
offered: a) those that focus on job related interpersonal skills and b) those that teach generic 
technical skills. Examples of seminar topics are listed below: 

Interpersonal Technical 

0 Teamwork / Co-Worker 0 Inventory 
Relations 

0 Communication / Listening 0 Quality Control 
Techniques 

0 Directions / Completing 0 First Aid 
Tasks 

0 Industrial Safety 
0 Attitudes, Values. Behavior 

0 Scheduling • 0 Customer Service 
0 Bidding 

0 Learning Styles / Adapting 
0 Blueprints 

0 Life Transitions 
0 Math and Reading Skills 

0 Work Maturity 

• 
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3. 

... -1-. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

QUALITY CONTROL SEMINAR Appendix W.l 

. . 
Quality Control 

Definition: Do it right the first time. 

Rework the hidden costs. 

Standards and conformance to levels of acceptance. 

Attitude = Quality Control (QC) 

Process - QC stations should be located throughout the production line. 

Cost of Conformance ~ "(Can't afford not to)" 

Quality Control System - Every shop should have a manual. Use It!! 

Training - QC should be taught. used. and learned every day. 

9. Inspection Process - The specs should be "tight" all along the production line. Corrective 
action must accompany inspection or don't bother. 

10 . Preventative Maintenance - Can aven more problems than other QC activities. 

11. Packing Standards - Must be in effect. 

12. Cost of Non-Conformance - Includes labor, materials, set-up time, and potentially the 
customer. 

13. Reduced Productivity - Rework means a cosL'y break in production. 
. . 

14. Greater Expense - QC is the most imponant goal in Private Industry. 

15. Lost Customers - Nothing loses customers faster than poor quality g·oods. 

16. Quality Process - You should live and breathe it every day. 

17. Focus on the customer - Customer satisfaction is the key to success. 

18. Feed back - Employee feedback and communication rank high. 

19. Organizational commitment - Must stan at the top artd flow throughout the company . 
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20. Quality Control - Based on the premise that the people, who do the job every day know 
more about it than anyone else. 

21. Setting Qu.ility Circle Goals - Should concentrate on small solvable problems. See list of • 
factors involved in setting the goals. 

22. Zero de~ectsiZero rejects a Focus on raw materials and fmished product. 

:!3. Problem solving - Once detined. the answer is comparatively easy . 

.. 24. Setting QC goals/criteria - A good QC program must have many inspection points. If there 
is a problem you want to know NOW!! 

:'5. Motto - "Whatever it takes to get the job done right. Ii 

• 

• 
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Pre-Release Appendix X 

Description 

The Pre-Release class provides participants an opportunity to review what they have 
le.amed about themselves to date. update their resumes to include skills developed through 
institution employment and related studies, finalize their job search action plans, and 
practice job interviewing skills learned in an earlier project module. 

In' addition to reviewing issues related to employment, participants will define last minute 
transition needs, learn about post release rules and regulations, and become familiar with 
community resources which can help with their transition. 

Competencies 

To successfully complete this course, participants will be able to demonstrate an 
understanding of: 

1. Their particular transition needs and available community resources: 

2. 'Their immediate employment goal and a realistic plan to achieve it; and 

3. Post release rules. regulations. and expectations. 

Course Outline 

Pre-EmplQyment Review 

a. Update and/or tinalize resumes and personal profiles 
c. Videotaped practice job interview . 
d. Practice job applications. W-2 Forms, credit card applications. etc. 
e. Employment Security Department/Corrections Clearinghouse job referral 

services 
f Effective techniques for tinding ;md securing a job 

Post Release Expectations 

a. Post-release supervision. community custody, 
and related topics 

b. Work release ruies and regulations 
c. Community resources and how to access them 
d. Normalization: appropriate outside behaviors 

Teaching :'tlethods 
Lecture and group discussion 

Resource I\laterials 
JOB. TEe facilitators manual and student workbooks 
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INMATE NAME 
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY , STATE ZIP 

SAMPLE UPDATED RESUME 
(206) PHONE Appendix Y 

• 
OBJECTIVE:, 

Employment with an organization seeking a high energy self staner who is reliable, able to handle 
. multiple tasks. and focused on quality service. 

SmtMARY: 

Have gained a variety of skills as a Health Care Assistant including cooking, cleaning, shopping, 
organizing bills. and providing transpon to medical appointments. Was also responsible for 
stocking supplies. maintaining inventories. and keeping work areas clean. 

QUALIFICA nONS: 

Work well under pressure 
Good communications skills 
Enjoy challenging assignments 

WORK EXPERIENCE: 

Learn new skills quickly 
Team player 
Cheerful outlook 

Personal Care Giver - Prepare specialized meals for dietary needs, keep residence clean and well 
organized. and provide the necessary day to day care for homebound patients. 

• 
Chore Service Worker - Typical duties include shopping, cooking, cleaning, and transporting elderly 
or disabled persons to medical or other appointments. Well liked by patients and staff. 

Food Service Worker - Various cooking requirements, clean-up, restock supplies. deliver trays to 
patients. and communicate with patients who had no visitors. 

EDUCATION: 

Presently attending Tacoma Community Colleee to complete GED. Finished course work includes: 
Math. Science. Social Studies. and Literature. 

ornER: 
Strong belief in g~ personal grooming and the value of a sense of humor in tense situations. • 
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Inter-Agency Agreement 
Between 

Department of Corrections 
and 

Employment Security Department 

Appendix Z 

Purpose of this Agreement: 

To collaboratively expand coordination effons ~or the Employment Security 
Department/Corrections Clearinghouse (ESD) and the Department of 
Corrections/Reintegration Project (DOC). and to secure job placement service opportunities 
ror project participants. ' 

Statement of Work: 

1. ESD will be responsible for the following: 

A) Rotate a designated liaison to the DOC Reintegration Project from the' 
ESD/Corrections Clearinghouse to foster interagency collaboration in offender 
employability case management. 

B) Provide the following services to secure job placement services to DOC project 
participants through October 31. 1993: 

• Entry of DOC participant employability information onto JobNet (statewide 
computerized job matching system). 

• Job development/placement and employment retention/upgrade opportunities to 
identified DOC participants through the CCH Community Sites (attachment A) 
and other ESD programs. 

• The means to eliminate the DOC participant community employment barriers 
such as transponation. housing, clothing, tools etc. at the Community Sites. 

Maintain documented records regarding participants progress and coordinate 
results with DOC. 

DOC shall be responsible for the following elements of this pannership: 

A) Provide a temporary position for he ESD designated liaison in the DOC 
Reintegration Project: the position will be responsible for the following: 

• Establish/develop linkages between the Reintegration Proj\~t. DOC 

• 

. case management and ESD programs with focus on the ESD 
Community Sites . 

Coordinate. deveiop. and implement pannerships with state agencies • 
divisions of DOC. and stakeholders. 
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B) 

• Monitor CCH Institution and Community. Sites for continuity with 
interagency case management systems'. 

• Technical assistance to DOC and ESD relevant to offender 
employability . 

The following elements to enable ESD to secure project participant job 
placement services: " 

• Screen participants who are determined for multiple employment 
barriers prior to being released to the community. 

• 

• Specific participant employability information to ESD prior to offender 
release tot he community (Employability Development Plan, training: 
that participants received while institutionalized, and other information 
reiative to the participants employability). 

• Provide each DOC participant with an employment ponfolio that would 
include documents such as a resume, sample job applications, letters of 
recommendation and/or commendation (if available), training 
cenificates. and other documents relative to employability. 

3. Period of Performance: 

November I, 1992 - October 31, 1993 • 4. Operations Cost: 

Operations costs will be paid through $ in funding received by ESD from 
DOC to secure offender job placement opponunities. This funding will be utilized by 
ESD/CCH community sites. be on a cost reimbursement basis, and expended no later 
than June 30. 1993. 

ESD shall reimburse DOC for costs incurred by the ESD FrE rotated to ooe to 
include salary. 
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Corrections Clearinghouse 
Depanment of Corrections/Offender Reintegration Project 

Referrai Form To Community Job Service 
(Send to community job service site 30 days prior to release) 

To: Date: --------------------------- --------------------------(name of contract) 

From: __________________ Phone#: ________ _ 

Participant Name: _________________ S,SA: _________ _ 

Location of Insutution: -------------------------------------------
Release Date: ______ Contirmed: _________ Projected: _____ _ 

Community Address and Phone No: __________________ _ 

• Send orig1l1a1 to community site. send a copy to CCH Central. MS:6000. and 
retain a copy for your rile. 
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• 
Employability Status Report 

.For: ________ ~ ___ (:..:.P_=aru:..:·:.:;ci:.::::p=an:.:.t'..::.s...:..N;:a.:.:.:m::.e)~ ________ _ 

EDUCATION: 

TRAINING: 

VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 

• 
WORK HISTORY: 

PERSONAL STRENGTHS: 

LIABILITIES: 

JOB PLAN: 

• OTHER NEEDS: 
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REINTEGRATION 
PROJECT 

Appendix BB 

PROFILE OF 10 WOMEN, 30 MEN WITH COMPLETED CMCs 

Age Range: 

18-51 
Women: most in early 30's 
Men: most in their 20's 

Sentence Range: 

1 yr. 1 mo to 21 yrs. 5 mos. (majority 1-3 yrs.) 

IQ Range: 

81-120 (majority 00-110) 

Reading Level: 

6.2 - 12.9 (about 30% at 12.9) 

Math Level: 

5.7- 12.9 (about 20% at 12.9) 

Education: 

80% of women have GED or High School Diploma 
50% of men have GED or High School Diploma 

Substance Abuse Pattern: 

80% of women 
65% of men 

Prior Felonies: 

30% of women 
90% of men 

~ino":· .. Representation (all enrollees): 

women: 1 of 11 or 10% 
men: 10 of 36 or 27% (now 7 of 33 or 21 %) 
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Participant Characteristics 

(Enrollment of 51 as of ·12/31/92) 

Age Range: 

18-51 
'Nomen: most in early 30's 
Men: most in their 20's 

SentenCe Range: 

1 yr. 1 mo to 21 yrs. 5 mos. (majority 1-3 yrs.) 

IQ Range: 

81-120 (majority 90-110) 

Reading Level: 

6.2 - 12.9 (about 30% at 12.9) 

Math Level: 

5.7 - 12.9 (about 20% at 12.9) 

Education: 

58% of women have GED or High School Diploma 
50% of men have GED or High School Diploma 

Substance Abuse Pattern: 

89% of women / 65% of men 

Prior Felonies: 

47% of women / 90% of men 

Minority Representation (all enrollees): 

women: 5 of 19 or 26% 
men: 10 of 36 or 27% (now 7 of 33 or 21 %) 
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Appendix CC 

June 7, 1993 

TO: work, Release Review committee 

FROM: James Walker, Reintegration Project 

-SUBJECT: Inmate Recommendation 

This memo is written to recommend Dawn , DOC# I for 
placement at Helen B. Ratcliff Work Training Release upon her 
determination of eligibility. Dawn is currently a participant in the 
Reintegration project at Washington Corrections Center for Women. 

As you may be aware, the Reintegration Project focuses on education, 
training, traditional institution programming, and work experience 
within a case management model. Great emphasis is put on successful 
transition back into the community. 

Each of our program participants is challenged to negotiate an 
Individual Development Plan which identifies priorities and 
appropriate action steps to achieve goals and objectives • 

Dawn is working very hard and making excellent progress in the 
classroom and doing equally well in her other institutional 
programming. Her current work assignment is with our maintenance 
department which affords the opportunity to gain non traditional work 
skills that will help her to be more employable upon release. 

Dawn also has a number of viable job skills which she has gained 
through training and work experience including light manufacturing, 
outdoor work (has worked on DNR crews), and entry level clerical. On 
top of this she has work maturity skills and is sensitive to the issue 
of workplace diversity. -

I have known and observed Dawn over several months and interact with 
her on an almost daily basis. ! believe that she would be a positive 
addition at Helen B. Ratcliff and make a successful adjustment and 
transition. 

Thank you for vour consideration in this matter. If you have any 
questions or concerns, please call me at SCAN 735-4252 • 
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Appendix DD 

• COMPONENTS OF AN INTEGRATED PROGRAM 

. Assessment 

Case Management 

Learning Plan (programming) 
Transition Plan 

Traditional Education (ABE, GED) 

Workplace Math, Reading and Writing 

Employer Expectations/Workplace Basics 

Work 

Integration Seminars 

Pre-Release Program. 
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Reintegration Project 

Integration Objectives 

Include educators in Individual Development Plans: 

Include educators in work performance feedback that can be affected by 
academic assistance: 

Incorporate workplace math and literacy materials/exercises into academic 
classes, including Class I specific training as ne~ded; 

Incorporate workplace maturity/behavior into vocati!Onal classes, and.: 

Standardize and emphasize employment component of pre-release. 
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TRADITIONAL VS WORKPLACE EDUCATION 

'Verb Tense . 

Traditional: 

Workplace: 

Math 

Traditional: 

Workplace: 

Writing 

Traditional: 

Workplace: 

Speech 

Traditional: 

Workplace: 

I suddenly realized that I . my wallet. 
forget 

I suddenly realized that I my ID badge. 
forget 

You are traveling at 55 mph; your aunt's house 
is 110 miles away, how long will it take you to 
get there? 

Your boss wants you to make a delivery 110 
miles away. He asks how long you think it will 
take. What do you consider before giving an 

• 

answer? • 

Write a paragraph that summarizes a short 
story. 

W rite a paragraph that summarizes what a 
particular company does (use brochures, etc.). 

Prepare and deliver a 5 min. presentation on 
how to do something. 

Prepare and deliver a 5 min. presentation on 
how to do a particular job. 
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CERTIFYING JOB COMPETENCIES . . 

• Interprets and Communicates Information (Job: Dietary Manager) 

• 

• 

Translate industry standards into the daily staff functions required in order to ensure compliance 

with the standards. To perform this task, the dietary manager reads and interprets industry 

standards for his or 'her staff: prepares written standards: communicates these standards to the staff 

by such means as posting them: and monitors staff performance to ensure compliance with the 

. : standards. 

Allocates Time (Job: Licensed Practical Nurse) 

Plan daily schedule accordin~ to received assienments. To perform this task. the licensed practical 

nurse receives a repon on the number of patients he or she will be responsible for during the day: 

plans the order of patient visits according to the LPN's time frames and activities of the day; allows 

time for each patient according to the care needed, and for performance of needed paperwork. 

Writing (Job Licell$?e Practical Nurse) 

Record the patient's activity and other observations on ii, variety of form....s .. To perform this task. the 

licensed practical nurse observes the patient's behaviors and ch . .:racteristics: interprets readings and 

activities in order to make an assessment of the cause; and uses a variety of forms to document final 

decisions about activities and observations on a variety of forms. 

Uses Computers to Process Information (Job: Waiter/Waitress) 

Use the computer to process a food order. To perform this task, the waiter/waitress receives an 

order from the customers and proceeds to the computer, enters into the computer the code number. 

the number of the table. and the number of people; enters the order into the computer (each dish has 

its own"key on the computer): and pushes SEND to process the order to the kitchen. 

Allocates Money (Job: Beauty Shop Owner) 

Determine cash on hand to establish what is available for such items as supplies and advertising. To 

?eriorm this task. the beauty shop owner balances the checkbook at the end of the week: determines 

[he following week's expenses: and allocates available funds for various purposes . 
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Tests Administered to 
Reintegration Project Participants 

Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE) 

The T ABE are norm-referenced tests designed to measure achievement in reading, 
.. mathematics, language, and spelling. The Washington Department of Corrections 

routinely administers the T ABE to newly committed offenders. 

Reintegration Project staff used T ABE Reading and Mathematics scores as an initial 
screening device to' ensure inmates enrolled in the project possessed the necessary 
aptitudes to succeed in the project's educational components. 

BETA II 

• 

The BETA is a performance based IQ test which is routinely administered to newly 
committed offenders in the Washington State Corrections system. The test is designed 
to measure general intellectual ability of persons who are relativ.ely illiterate, or non
English speaking, or suspected of having other language difficulties. It is also used as a 
nonverbal measure of IQ for members of the general population. 

Reintegration Project staff used BETA scores to supplement other screening results. • 
Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System (CASAS) 

The CASAS Life Skills Pre-Employment tests assess a person's ability to apply basic skills 
in employment or training related situations. These achievement tests provide for 
monitoring of a person's progress over a given period of instructional time • 

. These tests could be used in place of the T ABE. 

COPS, CAPS, COPES 

This series of tests measures an individual's interests (COPS), abilities (CAPS), and 
values (COPES). Reintegration Project staff administered these tests following the 
inmates' enrollment into the project. Test results were used to increase inmates' 
awareness of their abilities, stimulate their interest in exploring career options, and facmte 
the development of their Individual Development Plans. 

• 
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Project Orientation 

Description: 

A two hour introduction to the Reintegration Project, including but not limited to: 
project goals, expectations, and scope of responsibilities. . 

Coursa Competencies 

Upon completion of the orientation, the student should be able to demonstrate an 
understanding of: 

,. Major project components; 

2. The scope of instructor/student responsibilities within the project; 

~ .... Project goals, objectives, and timeframes; and 

4. Recurrent project themes. 

Course Outline: 

a. Introductions/Icebreaker Activity 
b. Overview of Project Design 
c. Instructor/Student Responsibilities and Expectations 
d. Recurrent Themes 
e. Introduction to Case Management Classification and Individual 

Development Plans 
f. Introduction to Job Application and Retention Processes; Thinking 

Globally about Jobs 
g. Introduction to Class 1 as a "real" job; Hiring Policies and 

Employer Expectations 
h. Overview of other Institution Programs; Academic and Vocational 

Education, Social Adjustment, Pre-release, etc. 
i. Scheduling, Timeframes, and other Housekeeping Details 

Teaching Metnods: 

Lecture, group discussion, video 

Handouts and Instructional Materials: 

Reintegration .Project Design 
Offender Handout 
Participant Agreement 
Behavior Expectations 
Attendance Policy 
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Learning to learn 

Description 

Knowing how to learn is a fundamental skill that can unlock future success. 
Equipped with this skill, individuals can achieve competency in other basic 
.workplace skills. "Learning to Learn" is a ten hour exploration of learning styles, 
and their adaptability to various work settings and situations. 

Competencies' 

To successfully complete this module, students will demonstrate the ability to: 

1 . Identify their preferred learning styles; 

2. Recognize and appreciate different learning styles; and 

3. Adapt their learning styles to various work settings and situations. 

Course Outline 

a. Self Discovery - What Kind of Student are You? 

• 

b. Creative Thinking - Seeing the World Differently 
c. Communication - How to Give and Receive Information Effectively • 
d. Individual Learning Styles and Compatible Work Environments 
e. How Motivation Effects Learning 
f. Conditions Which Promote Learning 
g. Time Management and Study Habits 

Teaching Methods 

Group discussion, interactive learning activities, video, and lecture 

Resource Materials 

True Colors Self Assessment; True Colors, Inc. 
Learning Styles by Color; National Corrective Training Institute 
Learning Style Identification Exercise 
Video-"Joshua in a Box" or a similar video designed to promote creative 

thinking 
Communication Techniques - How to Clarify your Understanding with 

Feedback 
Learning Conditions - Twelve Conditions Conducive to Learning 
Learning How to Learn, Applied Theory for Adults; 

Robert M. Smith 
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Employer Economics 

Description: 

Employer Economics is an introduction to the Class 1 business operating within the institution. 
Participants will develop a rudimentary understanding of what it takes to operate the business, what 

. issues are of concern to the business, and why various decisions are made by the business . 
. (Approximately 1 hour in length.) 

Activities: 

1. Presentation by repre.\sentative of Class 1 business; suggested topics include: 

• Type of business - sole proprietorship, parmership, corporation? 

• Number of employees, types of jobs, seasonal or year round? 

• What it means to operate a business within an institution? 

• Major competitors and issues driving business decisions, 

• Human resource concerns. 

1. Follow presentation with a discussion of issues raised. 

3. Do Business Decision-Making Exercise. Discuss conclusions. 

Resource Materials: 

Exploring Business; Management Decision-Making Exercise, 
Foundation for Private Enterprise Education Fund, Business 
Week • 
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Reading, Writing, and Math for Workplace Success • 

Description. 

The workplace of the past was one where individuals with limited academic achievements 
could succeed. There were plenty of jobs where illiteracy and innumeracy could be hidden 
or ignored. This in no longer the case. Today's workers must not only possess good 
reading, writing, and math skills, but they must have the ability to use those skills' 
effectivelvon the job . .. 

Competencies 

To succes.sfully complete the reading module. students will demonstrate the ability to: 

1. 

... 
.:J. 

4. 
5. 

Use problem solving strategies to improve their reading; 
Read and understand a variety of business documents, forms, and graphics; 
Read information accurately and completely; 
Identify what is imponant to read for a given task: and 
Take appropriate acuon based on what they read. 

To successfully complete the writing module. students will demonstrate the ability to: • 

l. .., ... 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

Use problem solving strategies to improve their writing; 
Write business documents using a variety of forms: 
Record information accurately and completely; . 
Pass on information to coworkers. supervisors, and customers: 
Respond in writing to questions and requests from coworkers, supervisors, and 
customers: 
Report information to coworkers and supervisors: and 
Request information and services from coworkers, supervisors, and other companies. 

To successfully complete the mathematics module, students will demonstrate the ability to: 

1. Use problem solving strategies to .solve math problems; 
Find amounts by adding. subtracting, multiplying and dividing; 
Compare partial and total amounts: 
Verify information: and 
Analyze and interpret calculations. 
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Course O.utline 

Reading 

a. How effective problem solvers think about reading 
b. Reading to find information 
c. . Reading to follow directions 
d. Reading to check information 
e. Reading to draw conclusions 

. Writing 

a. How effective problem solvers think about writing 
b. Passing on information 
c. Responding to questions and requests 
d. Making requests 
e. Reporting information 

a. How effective problem solvers think about math 
b. Expressing relationships 
c. Verifying numbers 
d. Analyzing and interpreting numbers 

Teaching Methods 

Individllali red instruction 

Resource Materials 

Reading for Workplace Success. General Business; Rosemarie J. Park, 
Rebecca L. Olson. Neild Oldham. Paradigm Publishing International, 1991. 

Writing for Workplace Success. General Business; Gary N. Mclean, Art Lyons. 
Paradigm Publishing International. 1991. 

Math for Workplace Success. General Business; Lloyd D. Brooks. 
Paradigm Publishing International. 1991 . 
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~GRATIONPRO~T Appendix EE 

. Services delivered at Washington Corrections Center for Women 

Coordination with weCW Administration and Staff 

e Reintegration Project Review 

Periodically provide Institutional staff an overview of Reintegration Project goals and 
objectives. Have met with Institution Management Team, Correctional Program Managers, 
Unit SupervisOrs, Classification Counselors, Education, and Cu~tody' staff to assure 
coordination. 

• Networking with Comn_JUiry Based Organizations 

• 

As a means to enhance the relationship of the institution to community service providers, have 
introduced institution staff to a number of agencies to assist employment, training, housing, and 
supportive services for offenders. 

Represent the institution on the Washington Council for Female Offenders (Wa.CFO), an 
organization which assists inmates in making successful transition back into the community. 
Assist in the development of forums to make resources available to the inmate population. Do 
publicity, call-outs. arrange space. and assure visitor clearance. 

Have acted as the key contact person in this institution for Treatment Alternatives to Street • 
Crime (T ASC) special initiatives. Reintegration participants were primary focus but the 
aVailability of T ASC extended to any eligible inmate. 

• Institutional Industry Efforts 

Assist the institution in identifying appropriate Class 1 Industry prospects for mm.Jally 
beneficial partnerships. 

Present Reintegration overview for prospective Class 1 partners. 

Meet with and participate on the WCCW Industries Committee. 

Have linked the Correctional Industries Division with the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program 
through the Employment Security Depanment as an added incentive for business partnerships. 

• Institu'tion Advisory Committee 

Helped develop WCCW Advisory Committee to provide community involvement in the 
development and implementation or' programs at WCCW. Sub-committee member. 

• Pre-Apprenticeship Committee 

Work with administration and staff to develop work/training opponunities for the inmate 
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population. Contaet employers and Organized Labor to strengthen, ties with the labor market 
and unions. Att.empting to add an approved apprenticeship program to current institutional 
offerings. 

Act as the key contact for the Apprenticeship and Non-traditional Employment for Women 
(ANEW) program. Do publicity, arrange ANEW forums, prepare call outs, and do follow-up 
on applicants who are appropriate for ANEW enrollment. Write support letters as a 
collaborative effort. 

Project Social Responsibility 

The Reintegration Project will be part of the Social Responsibility Orientation overview for all 
incoming inmates at WCCW. Included in the weeldy orientation will be a 90 minute session on 
"Workplace Ethics" presented by the Reintegration Transition Manager. Program starts late 
Summer 1993. 

Developed a 90 minute "Ethics" lesson plan to present at Social Responsibility Orientation. 
Lesson plan will enable other presenters to conduct class in the Transition Manager's absence. 

~c; 1 IndustrY Coordination 

• 

• 

Tie to Class 1 Employment 

Participation in the Reintegration Project has become a criteria for employment at the primary 
Clas£ 1 indlJstry at WCCW (Pion~r Industries). Consideration is now being given to making a 
"Reintegration n curriculum a part of all inmate work programs. -

Customized Curriculum 

Provide the "Employer Expectations II short course for persons employed by Pioneer Industries 
who were otherwise not enrolled in the ~ -:ntegration Project. 

• Applicant Screening 

• 

Worked with PAMAR Inc. to provide appropriate work referrals for Project enrollees. 
Solicited feedbai;k on employee progress to determine the need for follow-up on workplace 
maturity or job penormance issues. 

Pre-screen applications prior to submission to employer to assure pertinent information is 
included. 

Employer Dialogue 

Work in conjunction with Pioneer Ind. and institution staff to review disciplinary and/or 
performance issues with panicipams and provide remedial counseling or class work. 
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Assist institution in targeting approptiate candidates for Class 1 employment through discussions 
with .Classification Counselors. Reintegration Project screening, and work on Institutional 

~~ • 
fAucation LinkaG 

• Coordination·· 

Coordinate Reintegration Project enrollments with Education Counselor to assure participants 
have optimum access to identified educational needs. 

Meet with Education Director to discuss progress and explore ways to integrate Reintegratloh 
concept into mainstream curriculum. 

\ 

Meet with teachers and instructors on an infonnal basis to share new information regarding 
work readiness training, non-traditional employment for women, pre-apprenticeship 
opportunities, or other common education and vocational issues. 

Have participated on employee selection panels. 

• Maximizing Resources 

Review and share curricular materials, classroom space and video equipment. Also utilize Life 
Skills instructor as a guest speaker in Reintegration classes (reciprocate by being a guest • 
speaker for the Life Skills class). 

~ Feedback 

Check participant progress with teachers. Receive minutes from (and attend when possible) 
Quarterly teachers meetings. Meet on an infonnal basis with teaChers and vocational 
instructors. 

o Contractual Relationship 

The use of WCCW education staff to teach the Reintegration curriculum has been formalized by 
a contractual agreement. 

The Job. Tee curriculum as well as the Workplace Math, Reading, and Writing are being 
taught in three 2 hour per day .segments on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. 

Custody Staff RelationshiRS 

• Cooperative Effons 

The Reintegration Project staff is focused on maintaining cooperative relauonships with the 
WCCW custody staff to insure the smooth operation of program activities. 

Issues such as inmate movement, visitor clearance, facility tours, and the basic security needs 
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of the Reintegration prognuns have been addressed with a minimum amount of paperwork and 
pre-arranged details • 

In an effort to extend courtesy to the custody staff, the Reintegration Project has made the 
personal computer available for report writing when other resources are unavailable. 

Participant Services 

• Assessment 

Identification of participant job skills, interests, and aptitudes through compreheqsive' 
interviewing and testing. 

Use of "True Colors ll .personality assessment to determine individual style and better understand 
the differences of others. 

Negotiate and dev~lop an individual plan to achieve goals related to employment; training, 
behavior, substance abuse. life skills enhancement, or other identified needs. 

• Learning to Learn 

• 

Expklration of "Learning Styles" using personal assessments, group discussion, definitions of 
terms, and/or additional exercises which challenge students to see things from another person's 
point of view . 

Employer Expectations Job. Tee 

Provide pre-employment training to equip participants with job finding and job keeping skills. 
Curriculum emphasizes positive attitude and behavior, good interpersonal relationships, and 
completing tasks effectively. Use "group facilitation" as opposed to "stand-up lecture" style 
teac~g to incre3Se student participation in the l~ing process. 

• Employer Expectations Shon Course 

Provide a 12 hour shon course to persons working in, or who have i}:en interviewed and 
approved to work in. Class 1 industry. Such persons would have been eligible to participate in 
full Reintegration programming but eleeted the Class 1 work experience given its immediate 
availability . 

The focus of the Employer Expectation Shon Course is on communications skills, goal setting, 
workplace diversity, contlict resolution, and improved decision making. 

Feedback is solicited from Class 1 employers regarding individual behavior or perfonnance 
issues to allow for remedial intervention using Employer Expectation curriculum. 

• • Workplace Basics/Math, Reading, and Wri.ting 

As pan of the Reintegration curriculum, workplace math, reading, and writing are offered as a 
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means to improve employability and job perfonnance. Additionally, a substantial amount of 
class time is devoted to cultural diversity, customer service, and employer economics • 

• Reintegration Seminars 

In order to identify and enhance participant job content skills, transferable skills, and self 
management skills, Reintegration seminars are conducted. 

• Institutional Program Linkage 

Enhance the linkage with education, vocational, substance abuse, and work programs by 
advocating for priority enrollments based on identified needs. and Reintegration Project 
enrollment. 

• Case Management Activities 

On-going case management counseling for Project enrollees. Do the Case Management 
Classification interView, Individual Development Plan, and work with Classification Counselors 
on participants release plan. 

Using Individual Development Plans. identify barriers to goals, fonn action plans, and 
periodically review progress. Make changes to plans to compensate fot unforseen problems. 

Refer participants to appropriate institutional programs or resources. 

• Transition 

Prior to release, review Reintegration course objectives with participants to ascertain clarity of 
plans. 

Contact work Training Releases, Community Corrections, employers, social service agencies, 
schools. or others who can assist offenders in successful transition back into the community. 

Personally introduce participants to service providers when possible. 

Make appropriate referrals to employment contractors for job placement and support services. 

Maintain contact with participants after release to continue transition services. 

Make resource materials available regarding housing, health care, vocational training, 
employment food banks, counseling, etc. 

• Advocacy 

Write letters conrirming participation and progress in the Reintegration Project. 

• 

• 

Give motivational suppon to participants to keep them focused on individual plans. • 
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• REJN"fEGRATION PRO~JECT Appendix EE.! 

Services delivered at Twin Rivers Corrections Centt..:-

Emphasized Edmonds Community College (EdCC) offerings, linked participants with academic 
advisors, obtained priority on waiting lists for class entry. 

Expanded Pre-Release, course included information and speakers from the Consumer Credit 
Bureau, Seattle Work Release, Everett Community Corrections Office, EdCC Financial Aid 
Officer, DSHS representative, and presentations, and understanding tax forms .. 

Intensified Release Planning/Individuals Development Plans, use of case management 
classification structured, interview, high frequency staff contacts/counseling. 

Enhance link.age with available institutional self-help programs, e.g., Stress/Anger Management. 
Lakeside Chemical Dependency Course. and Alternatives to Violence. 

Preparation for applying, interviewing, and testing with Exmark Corporation. 

Pre-Employment class, Job • Tec. emphasizing attitudes, planning, goal setting, communication. 
personal strength identification, values - behavior linkage, teamwork, labelr market information 
and work force diversity. 

• Priority consideration for Exmark hire. 

• 

Utilize Exmark employment to reinforce skills taught in Pre-Employment class and use feedback 
from Exmark supervisors to identify strengths and deficits. 

Resumes. personal data sheets. job search techniques, and video taped interviews incorporated into 
release plarutUng . 

. Follow-up transition services include: Personal contracts in the community, fonnal contact with 
ex-offender employment contractors, linkage with Work Release Community Corrections Officer. 
early referral and registration with the Employment Security Depanments, Job Net computerized 
job bank. and pre-arranged job interviews in hand upon release from TRCC. 

Vocational assessment testing. 

Integration seminars/mini modules in quality control, service excellence, business economics. 
blueprints. scheduling, inventory, computer skills, etc. 

Learning style identifi~tion and personality styles and differences in "colors." 

By-pass the Rand Study, which randomly makes 10% of all work release applicants ineligible. by
pass Pre-Release and Camp transfers for program continuity.· 

Consistent motivational support to keep participants focused on their IDP inside the institution 
and orientation towards employment readiness upon transition to the community. 
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Appendix FF 

March 29, 1993 

Grant Review Committee 
Carl Perkins Alliance 

This letter is written in support of the Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Employment for Women 
(ANEW) Program and their efforts to receive continued funding from the Carl Perld:ils Alliance. 

The ANEW Program has been a valuable asset to Washington Corrections Center for Women and 
particularly to the Reintegration Project (a Federally funded transition project housed at WCCW) 
and has done much in providing information and training opportunities for female offenders. 

Recently the ANEW Program was a part of a non-traditional employment" forum at our institution 

• 

and addressed a group of inmates looking for pre-apprenticeship training. The information ANEW 
presented was valuable and will be an important means for some to enhance their employability ang. 
earning potential. • 

Additionally, we have seen successful results in linking Institutional planning, Work Relt'2Se, and 
ANEW Programming. Wi tho:.. , question. the provision of a component to assist inmates in covering 
the cost of Work Release goes a long way towards enabling successfu~ transition. 

ANEW provides a unique service which benefits the community at large but is especially important 
to women at risk. We therefore support ANEW and encourage their continued funding. 

Sincerely, 

James Walker. Transition Manager 
Washington Corrections Cet.ter ror Women 

• 
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I HEAR, AND I FORGET 

• I SEE, AND I REMEMBER 

I DO, AND I UNDERSTAND 




